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About the Global Forum

The Global Forum on Transparency and Exchange of Information for 
Tax Purposes is the multilateral framework within which work in the area 
of tax transparency and exchange of information is carried out by over 
120 jurisdictions, which participate in the Global Forum on an equal footing�

The Global Forum is charged with in-depth monitoring and peer 
review of the implementation of the international standards of transpar-
ency and exchange of information for tax purposes� These standards are 
primarily reflected in the 2002 OECD Model Agreement on Exchange of 
Information on Tax Matters and its commentary, and in Article 26 of the 
OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital and its commen-
tary as updated in 2004� The standards have also been incorporated into 
the UN Model Tax Convention�

The standards provide for international exchange on request of fore-
seeably relevant information for the administration or enforcement of the 
domestic tax laws of a requesting party� Fishing expeditions are not authorised 
but all foreseeably relevant information must be provided, including bank 
information and information held by fiduciaries, regardless of the existence 
of a domestic tax interest or the application of a dual criminality standard�

All members of the Global Forum, as well as jurisdictions identified by 
the Global Forum as relevant to its work, are being reviewed� This process is 
undertaken in two phases� Phase 1 reviews assess the quality of a jurisdic-
tion’s legal and regulatory framework for the exchange of information, while 
Phase 2 reviews look at the practical implementation of that framework� Some 
Global Forum members are undergoing combined – Phase 1 and Phase 2 – 
reviews� The Global Forum has also put in place a process for supplementary 
reports to follow-up on recommendations, as well as for the ongoing monitor-
ing of jurisdictions following the conclusion of a review� The ultimate goal is 
to help jurisdictions to effectively implement the international standards of 
transparency and exchange of information for tax purposes� 

All review reports are published once approved by the Global Forum 
and they thus represent agreed Global Forum reports�

For more information on the work of the Global Forum on Transparency 
and Exchange of Information for Tax Purposes, and for copies of the pub-
lished review reports, please refer to www�oecd�org/tax/transparency and 
www�eoi-tax�org�

http://www.oecd.org/tax/transparency
http://www.eoi-tax.org
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Executive summary

1� This report summarises the legal and regulatory framework for trans-
parency and exchange of information in Lesotho� The international standard, 
which is set out in the Global Forum’s Terms of Reference to Monitor and 
Review Progress Towards Transparency and Exchange of Information, is con-
cerned with the availability of relevant information within a jurisdiction, the 
competent authority’s ability to gain timely access to that information, and in 
turn, whether that information can be effectively exchanged on a timely basis 
with its exchange of information partners�

2� Lesotho is a small landlocked country, surrounded by South Africa� 
It has an area of approximately 30 000 square kilometres and a population of 
2 098 000 (latest estimate from 2014)� It is a low-income developing economy 
in which about three-quarters of the people live in rural areas and engage in 
subsistence agriculture� Lesotho’s GDP as at 2013 is about USD 2�457 billion� 
The economy of Lesotho is closely linked and dependent on the economy of 
South Africa with 90% of the goods it consumes from South Africa� A large 
economic sector is diamond mining, which is projected to contribute 8�5% to 
GDP by 2015�

3� All relevant entities in Lesotho are subject to comprehensive 
requirements under commercial, tax, and anti-money laundering laws 
to maintain and have available relevant ownership, accounting and bank 
information� Such information is also available for exchange of information 
(EOI) purposes� All relevant entities are required to register with and report 
any changes of its owners to government authorities in Lesotho� There is 
no legislation in Lesotho regarding bearer shares� The issuance of bearer 
shares in Lesotho is effectively impeded through the mechanisms under the 
Companies Act which ensure that ownership information of all shares are 
available since details of any share transfer must be recorded and reported 
to government authorities, and that persons can only claim their legal title 
to the shares if they are listed on the share register� These rules also appear 
adequate to ensure the availability of identification information of all holders 
of share warrants which may be issued by public companies if allowed under 
the companies’ articles of association and approved by the Lesotho authori-
ties� However, as there are also no express provisions in the laws requiring 
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ownership information to be retained specifically in respect of all share war-
rants to bearer, there remains some uncertainty as to whether the mechanisms 
are sufficiently robust to ensure the availability of information identifying all 
holders of share warrants to bearer� It is therefore recommended that Lesotho 
should take necessary measures to ensure that robust mechanisms are in 
place to identify the owners of share warrants to bearer or eliminate compa-
nies’ ability to issue such share warrants�

4� Lesotho’s tax and commercial laws impose the obligation to keep 
adequate accounting information including underlying documentation for 
a minimum of five years in line with the standard in respect of almost all 
entities� There appears to be a gap with respect to trusts that do not receive 
taxable income in Lesotho� Lesotho should ensure the availability of account-
ing records of all trusts in Lesotho even where the trust is not carrying on 
business or is not subject to tax in Lesotho� In respect of banks, legal require-
ments to ensure the availability of banking information are based on banking 
and AML laws, which are in line with the standard�

5� The Lesotho competent authority has broad access powers to obtain 
and provide requested information held by persons within its territorial 
jurisdiction� Information gathering powers which can be used for domestic 
purposes can also be used for EOI purposes regardless whether there is a 
domestic tax interest� Lesotho has in place enforcement provisions to compel 
the production of information, including criminal sanctions and search and 
seizure power� Neither bank nor professional secrecy provisions in Lesotho’s 
laws interfere with the access powers of the competent authority� Lesotho’s 
law does not require notification of the taxpayer prior to exchange of infor-
mation� There are also no specific legal provisions allowing the taxpayer to 
appeal the exchange of information�

6� Lesotho has in total 14 EOI relationships with relevant partners 
through five double taxation agreements (DTAs), two tax information 
exchange agreements (TIEAs), the African Tax Administration Forum 
Agreement on Mutual Assistance in Tax Matters (“AMATM”) and the 
Southern African Development Community Agreement on Assistance in 
Tax Matters (“SADC Agreement”), all of which are in line with the stand-
ard except one� This exception concerns the earlier signed DTA with the 
Seychelles which has since recently been re-negotiated to be in line with the 
standard and which is pending signing� Lesotho should continue to ensure 
its EOI agreements are in line with the standard and brought into force 
expeditiously�

7� All of Lesotho’s EOI agreements have confidentiality provisions 
to ensure that the information exchanged will be disclosed only to persons 
authorised by the agreements� All EOI agreements also ensure that the con-
tracting parties are not obliged to provide information which is subject to 
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legal professional privilege� The term “professional secret” is not defined in 
the EOI agreements but as described under B�1�5, professional privilege in 
Lesotho is covered under common law, which is in line with the standard�

8� Overall, Lesotho has a legal and regulatory framework in place that 
ensures the availability, access and exchange of all relevant information 
for tax purposes in accordance with the international standard� Lesotho’s 
response to the recommendations in this report, as well as the application of 
the legal framework and practices in exchange of information will be consid-
ered in detail in the Phase 2 Peer Review which is scheduled to commence in 
the second half of 2015�
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Introduction

Information and methodology used for the peer review of Lesotho

9� The assessment of the legal and regulatory framework of Lesotho 
was based on the international standards for transparency and exchange 
of information as described in the Global Forum’s Terms of Reference to 
Monitor and Review Progress Towards Transparency and Exchange of 
Information For Tax Purposes, and was prepared using the Global Forum’s 
Methodology for Peer Reviews and Non-Member Reviews� The assessment 
was based on the laws, regulations, and exchange of information mechanisms 
in force or effect as at 22 May 2015, Lesotho’s responses to the Phase 1 ques-
tionnaire and supplementary questions, other materials supplied by Lesotho, 
and information supplied by partner jurisdictions�

10� The Terms of Reference break down the standards of transparency 
and exchange of information into 10 essential elements and 31 enumer-
ated aspects under three broad categories: (A) availability of information, 
(B) access to information, and (C) exchange of information� This review 
assesses Lesotho’s legal and regulatory framework against these elements 
and each of the enumerated aspects� In respect of each essential element a 
determination is made that either: (i) the element is in place, (ii) the element 
is in place but certain aspects of the legal implementation of the element need 
improvement, or (iii) the element is not in place� These determinations are 
accompanied by recommendations for improvement where relevant� A sum-
mary of findings against those elements is set out at the end of this report�

11� The assessment was conducted by a team which consists of two 
assessors: Mr� Abdul Gafur, Section Chief of International Tax Cooperation, 
Directorate General of Taxes, Ministry of Finance of the Republic of 
Indonesia and Mr� Philip Mensah, Deputy Commissioner, Board and Legal 
Affairs, Ghana Revenue Authority, Ministries Accra; and Ms� Audrey Chua, 
a representative of the Global Forum Secretariat�
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Overview of Lesotho

12� Lesotho is completely surrounded by South Africa and shares its bor-
ders with the three of its provinces: Free State, KwaZulu-Natal and Eastern 
Cape� Lesotho has ten administrative districts, 1 each headed by District 
Administrators� Maseru is the political and business capital city of Lesotho�

13� It has an area of approximately 30 000 square kilometres and a 
population of 2 098 000 (latest estimate 2014)� The main ethnic group of 
its population is Sotho (99�7%) with the remaining population comprising 
Europeans, Asians and other ethnicities� The official languages are Sesotho 
and English� Lesotho nationals are referred to as Basotho, and Mosotho in 
singular� The official currency in Lesotho is the Basotho Loti 2 (LSL) which 
is fixed on par with the South African Rand�

14� Lesotho is a low-income developing economy in which about 
three-quarters of the people live in rural areas and engage in subsistence agri-
culture� Lesotho’s GDP as at 2013 is about USD 2�457 billion� The economy 
of Lesotho is closely linked and dependent on the economy of South Africa 
with 90% of the goods it consumes (mostly agricultural) from South Africa, 
including most agricultural inputs� Government revenue depends heavily 
on transfers from South Africa� Customs duties from the Southern Africa 
Customs Union accounted for 44% of government revenue in 2012� The 
South African Government also pays royalties for water transferred to South 
Africa from a dam and reservoir system in Lesotho� However, the Lesotho 
government continues to strengthen its tax system to reduce dependency on 
customs duties and other transfers� The government plays a large role in the 
economy as its largest employer and consumption accounting for 39% of 
GDP in 2013� Lesotho’s largest private employer is the textile and garment 
industry – approximately 36 000 Basotho, mainly women, work in factories 
producing garments for export to South Africa and the United States� A large 
economic sector is diamond mining, which is projected to contribute 8�5% to 
GDP by 2015�

1� Maseru, Berea, Leribe, Butha Buthe, Mokhotlong, Mafeteng, Mohale’s Hoek, 
Quthing, Qacha’s Nek and Thaba Tseka�

2� The exchange rate averaged LSL 13�5 to the Euro during the time of the review 
based on rates listed on www�xe�com� The plural of Loti is Maloti�

http://www.xe.com
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General information on the legal system and the taxation system

Governance and the legal system
15� The Lesotho Government is a constitutional monarchy and the sover-
eign is the Head of State� The Prime Minister, is head of government and has 
executive authority� The sovereign serves a largely ceremonial function and 
does not possess any executive authority or participate in political initiatives� 
The Prime Minister heads the Cabinet which is responsible for all govern-
ment policies and the day-to-day running of the affairs of the state�

16� The hierarchy of laws in Lesotho comprises, from the top, (i) the 
Constitution, (ii) international agreements formed with legal effect of statu-
tory law, (iii) statutory law, and (iv) common law (the Roman-Dutch law 
and the English Common Law) and customary law, which operates on equal 
footing�

17� The Constitution is the supreme law in Lesotho and will prevail over 
any other law that is inconsistent� Statutory law (legislation) is enacted by 
the Parliament of Lesotho empowered to make laws (s� 70, Constitution of 
Lesotho)� The dual legal system in Lesotho is based on Roman-Dutch law and 
English Common Law, combined with customary law, all operating together 
on equal footing� Both the Roman Dutch and English Common law are sys-
tems of law which were imported from the then Cape of Good Hope (current 
Cape Town in South Africa) in the period 1871-84� Customary law consists 
of the customs of the Basotho, written and codified in the Laws of Lerotholi� 
Customary law is applied in the Local Courts�

18� The Constitution provides for an independent judicial system� At 
the head of the judiciary is the Court of Appeal, followed by the High Court 
with unlimited jurisdiction in both civil and criminal matters, then the 
Subordinate Courts (Magistrate Courts) with different categories of limited 
jurisdiction in civil and criminal matters according to the hierarchy of the 
magistracy, and then the Judicial Commissioners Courts, the Central Courts 
and the Local Courts� The latter three courts largely deal with customary law� 
In addition, there are specialised tribunals that deal with specialised areas 
of the law in terms of relevant statutes� These include the Revenue Appeals 
Tribunal which sits as a judicial authority for hearing and deciding appeals 
against assessments, decisions, rulings, determinations, and directions of the 
Commissioner General under the Customs and Excise Act 1982, Income Tax 
Act 1993 and Value Added Tax 2001 (s� 3(1), Revenue Appeals Tribunal Act 
2005)� It comprises 10 members appointed by the Minister of Finance and 
Development Planning that must include an experienced judge of the High 
Court, legal practitioners, chartered accountants and members of the busi-
ness community with experience in finance, commerce or economic affairs 
(s� 4)� Sittings of the Tribunal may be held at any time necessary (s� 12) and 
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hearings before the Tribunal shall not be open to the public (13(3))� Decisions 
of the Tribunal are final and conclusive (s� 17(4)), and would be published in a 
general format without revealing the identity of the appellant (s� 17(3))� Parties 
dissatisfied with decisions of the Tribunal may also appeal to the High Court 
and Court of Appeal (s� 19 and 20)�

The tax system
19� Leostho’s tax system comprises direct and indirect taxes� Residents 
are taxed on world-wide income, and non-residents taxed on Lesotho-sourced 
income� The self-assessment system is used for residents and electing 
non-residents� Otherwise, withholding taxes are applied on non-residents� 
Non-residents can elect to file a return� Individual income tax applies to 
employed and self-employed persons (e�g� sole traders and partners, unin-
corporated professionals)� The applicable rates range between 20% and 30% 
with a non-refundable tax credit of LSL 6 100 (EUR 452)� All companies pay 
taxes regardless of their legal status (private, public or government-linked)� 
A legal entity, except for partnerships and trusts, is considered a tax resident 
of Lesotho if it is incorporated or formed under the laws of Lesotho, has its 
management and control in Lesotho, or undertakes the majority of operations 
in Lesotho� There is no stock exchange in Lesotho, however arrangements 
to establish the Stock Market are at an advanced stage and waiting to be 
tabled in Parliament� Public share ownership and participation are made 
available through unit trusts� The corporate tax rate is 25% and 10% for 
manufacturing income� General services income rendered in Lesotho by 
non-residents is taxed at 10% on the gross amount� Passive income payable 
to non-residents is taxed at a standard rate of 25% and applies to dividends, 
interest, royalty, natural resource payment, management and administrative 
charges� Manufacturing dividends and royalties payable to non-residents 
are at 15%� Lesotho has a limited capital gains regime which imposes a tax 
on the gains from disposal of assets by non-residents at 25%� The Lesotho 
Revenue Authority (LRA) administers the three laws that governs the tax 
system – Income Tax Act of 1993, as amended, VAT Act of 2001, and the 
Customs and Excise Act of 1982� These tax laws are enacted through an Act 
of Parliament of Lesotho�

Exchange of information for tax purposes
20� Lesotho has been a member of the Global Forum since February 
2013� There is no separate law for exchange of information for tax purposes 
in Lesotho� Domestic law interacts with the international tax agreements 
according to the Income Tax Act (s� 112), which prescribes that Lesotho may 
enter into international agreements with other countries on a reciprocal basis 
for the prevention of fiscal and evasion or avoidance through the Minister of 
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Finance� A double taxation agreement includes an agreement with a foreign 
government providing for reciprocal administrative assistance in the enforce-
ment of tax liabilities (s� 112(4))� Lesotho has confirmed that this provision 
is interpreted to cover all international agreements that provides for EOI – 
DTAs, tax information exchange agreements (TIEA) and the AMATM and 
SADC agreement� The Income Tax Act allows for disclosure of information 
under such international agreements (s� 202)�

21� DTAs and TIEAs have to be signed by the Minister of Finance, rati-
fied by the Minister of Foreign Affairs and then tabled before Parliament in 
order to enter into force� Lesotho has adopted the procedures followed by the 
United Kingdom�

Overview of the financial sector and relevant professions
22� Lesotho has a small financial sector that is closely linked to South 
Africa� It is dominated by subsidiaries of South African financial institu-
tions� There are four commercial banks, three of which are subsidiaries of 
South African banks and account for over 95% of total loans and depos-
its� Total bank assets projected as at end of March 2015 is LSL 3�4 billion 
(EUR 252 million)� 3 The fourth bank, the Lesotho Post Bank, is government-
owned� At the centre of the financial sector in Lesotho is the Central Bank 
of Lesotho (CBL), which regulates, supervises and administers the Financial 
Institutions Act of 2012, the Money Lenders Act of 1989, the Insurance Act 
of 2014, the Payment Systems Act of 2014 and the Credit Reporting Act of 
2011� All financial institutions that want to conduct activities in Lesotho 
must be licensed or registered with the CBL� The financial institutions in 
Lesotho are the commercial banks, money-lenders, individual micro-lenders, 
insurance companies and brokers, foreign exchange bureau, financial leasing 
companies, credit information bureau, collective investment schemes, and 
asset management bodies� There are currently 4 banks, 1 foreign exchange 
agency, 2 collective investment schemes, 27 insurance brokers, 6 insurance 
companies and 51 money lenders� Lesotho is a member of the Eastern and 
Southern Africa Anti-Money Laundering Group (ESAAMLG)� An evalu-
ation of its anti-money laundering (AML) and combating the financing of 
terrorism (CFT) regime was conducted by the ESAAMLG and was approved 
as a 1st mutual evaluation by its Council of Ministers on 8 September 2011�

3� Based on total net domestic and foreign bank assets, IMF 2014 Article IV 
Consultation Staff Report, July 2014�
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Recent developments

23� In 2014, Lesotho re-negotiated its older DTAs with Mauritius, 
South Africa and the United Kingdom to introduce provisions on EOI mir-
roring article 26 of the OECD Model Tax Convention� Two other DTAs 
with Botswana and Seychelles, while signed earlier in 2010 and 2011, were 
similarly updated in December 2014 to ensure that the article on exchange 
of information is clearly in line with the international standard� In addi-
tion, two new DTAs with Malawi and Swaziland were concluded in 2014� 
Processes are underway to obtain Cabinet approvals for the signing of the 
five re-negotiated and two new draft DTAs� DTA negotiations are ongoing 
with Namibia and Malaysia� In addition, Lesotho has also signed on to the 
two multilateral agreements – AMATM and SADC agreement, which after 
it enters into force, will enable Lesotho to exchange with a larger number of 
jurisdictions in its region�
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Compliance with the Standards

A. Availability of information

Overview

24� Effective exchange of information requires the availability of reliable 
information� In particular, it requires information on the identity of owners 
and other stakeholders as well as information on the transactions carried out 
by entities and other organisational structures� Such information may be kept 
for tax, regulatory, commercial or other reasons� If such information is not 
kept or the information is not maintained for a reasonable period of time, a 
jurisdiction’s competent authority 4 may not be able to obtain and provide it 
when requested� This section of the report describes and assesses Lesotho’s 
legal and regulatory framework for availability of information�

25� The legal and regulatory framework in Lesotho ensures that owner-
ship information regarding domestic and foreign companies with a nexus to 
Lesotho is available� The Companies Act requires all companies to provide 
identity information on all shareholders and directors upon registration with 
the Registrar of Companies and report any subsequent changes in directors or 
shareholders� Nominee ownership through voting trusts by trustees are cov-
ered by anti-money laundering (AML) obligations and trustees must retain 
ownership and identity information of the shareholders it represents� The 

4� The term “competent authority” means the person or government authority des-
ignated by a jurisdiction as being competent to exchange information pursuant 
to a double tax convention or tax information exchange�
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customer due-diligence (CDD) and know-your-customer (KYC) obligations 
under AML laws further ensure the availability of ownership information for 
companies where company service providers are engaged�

26� The issuance of bearer shares in Lesotho is effectively impeded 
through the mechanisms under the Companies Act despite there being no 
explicit prohibition on bearer shares� The existing rules under these laws 
appear to be sufficient to ensure that ownership information of all shares are 
available since details of any share transfer must be recorded and reported, 
and that persons can only claim their legal title to the shares if they are listed 
on the share register� These rules appear adequate to ensure the availability 
of identification information of all holders of share warrants which may be 
issued by public companies if allowed under the companies’ articles of incor-
poration and approved by the Lesotho authorities� Lesotho authorities have 
also confirmed that no share warrants have been issued by all 562 public 
companies in Lesotho which represents 2�27% of all companies in Lesotho� 
However, as there are also no express provisions in the laws requiring owner-
ship information to be retained specifically in respect of all share warrants 
to bearer, there remains some uncertainty as to whether the mechanisms are 
sufficiently robust to ensure the availability of information identifying all 
holders of share warrants to bearer� It is therefore recommended that Lesotho 
should take necessary measures to ensure that robust mechanisms are in 
place to identify the owners of share warrants to bearer or eliminate compa-
nies’ ability to issue such share warrants�

27� The legal and regulatory framework ensures that ownership infor-
mation regarding all partnerships is available� All partnerships must be 
registered in Lesotho to have legal effect� Partnerships are required to submit 
information to the Registrar of Deeds on all their partners to the authorities 
and report any subsequent changes� The CDD and KYC obligations under 
AML laws also further ensure the availability of ownership information for 
partnerships where service providers are engaged�

28� The combination of common law, tax law and AML obligations 
ensure the availability of identity information on trustees, settlors and 
beneficiaries in respect of trusts created under Lesotho laws, administered 
in Lesotho, or in respect of a resident trustee of a foreign trust in Lesotho� 
However, an in-depth assessment of the effectiveness of the common law 
requirements with respect to availability of identity information pertaining 
to settlors, trustees and beneficiaries of trusts should be considered as part of 
the Phase 2 review�

29� There is no specific law for the establishment of foundations in 
Lesotho and based on the features of the entities called “foundations” that 
exist in Lesotho, it may be concluded that these are not relevant for the work 
of the Global Forum� In respect of societies registered under the Societies 
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Act, the availability of identity information on the members is ensured 
through obligations to provide updated information whenever requested by 
the Register-General�

30� Enforcement provisions to ensure the availability of ownership infor-
mation appear to be sufficient for domestic companies, foreign companies, 
partnerships and societies� For trusts, the availability of identity information of 
trustees, settlors and beneficiaries can be ensured through the combination of 
common law fiduciary duties and enforcement provisions under tax and AML 
laws� The Phase 2 review will examine the effectiveness of the enforcement 
provisions and how they are administered with regard to foundations in practice�

31� The accounting record keeping obligations and the enforcement pro-
visions under tax and commercial laws are in line with the standard in respect 
of all entities except trusts that do not receive taxable income in Lesotho� 
Lesotho should ensure the availability of accounting records of all trusts in 
Lesotho even where the trust is not carrying on business or is not subject to 
tax in Lesotho� In respect of banks, legal requirements to ensure the availabil-
ity of banking information are in line with the standard� The availability of 
identity information on all account-holders and transaction records is ensured 
through specific provisions in the Financial Institutions Act and accounting 
and AML rules�

A.1. Ownership and identity information

Jurisdictions should ensure that ownership and identity information for all relevant 
entities and arrangements is available to their competent authorities.

Companies (ToR 5 A.1.1)

Types of companies
32� Companies are incorporated and registered under the Companies Act 
2011 and Companies Regulations 2012� The following types of companies 
can be established under Lesotho’s laws:

• private companies – Private companies do not offer its shares to 
the public and may not have more than 50 members (s� 2, Companies 
Act)� Such companies are identified by having the words “Limited” 
or “Ltd” and “Proprietary” or “Pty” at the end of the company’s name 
(s� 15(1), Companies Act)� There are currently 24 109 private compa-
nies registered in Lesotho�

5� Terms of Reference to Monitor and Review Progress Towards Transparency and 
Exchange of Information�
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• public companies – Public companies are defined as any other com-
pany that is not a private company (s� 2, Companies Act)� This refers 
to companies that offer its shares to the public and may be quoted 
on a stock exchange� Such companies are identified by having the 
word “Limited” or “Ltd” at the end of the company name (s� 15(1), 
Companies Act)� There are currently 562 public companies registered 
in Lesotho�

• non-profit making companies – Non-profit making companies 
are associations that are registered as companies as they operate in 
the interests of the public or a section of the public and prohibit the 
payment of dividends to its members� A non-profit company is not 
obligated to have the word “Limited” at the end of its name (s� 15(2) 
and (3), Companies Act)� There are currently 67 non-profit making 
companies registered in Lesotho�

33� The application process for incorporation takes place at the One-Stop 
Business Facilitation Centre (OBFC) of Lesotho� At the OBFC, the incorpora-
tion of the company includes the registration of the company as a taxpayer� 
A company is incorporated upon receiving an incorporation certificate and a 
Tax Identification Number� Upon incorporation, the company can commence 
general commercial activities in Lesotho subject to specific sector licensing 
requirements, if any�

Information kept by public authorities

Registrar of companies
34� The Registrar of Companies (“Registrar”) is the main public author-
ity that keeps all ownership and identity information of all companies in 
Lesotho� Such information would include the name and contact details of all 
current and past directors and shareholders of all companies� This informa-
tion is collected during companies’ incorporation and is regularly updated 
when there is a change, which is again verified when companies submit 
its annual report to the Registrar containing this information� In terms of 
enforcement provisions to ensure companies’ compliance with these obliga-
tions, the Registrar is expected to monitor and is authorised to remove any 
non-compliant company from the Register and/or apply a penalty� The extent 
to which the Registar monitors and enforce companies’ legal obligations in 
practice will be reviewed in Phase 2� The following paragraphs describe the 
role and responsibilities of the Registrar as well as the incorporation process 
for companies, which the Registrar administers under the Companies Act and 
Companies Regulation�
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35� The Registrar is an administrative authority under the supervision of 
the Ministry of Trade, Industry, Cooperatives and Marketing� The Registrar 
is responsible to keep in Lesotho a register of companies incorporated or reg-
istered in Lesotho (s� 91)� In accordance to the Companies Act, information 
kept on the register was previously available for public access upon payment 
of the prescribed fee (s� 92)� However, Lesotho authorities have confirmed 
that since the launch of an online registration system on 15 December 2014, 
all information is freely accessible on the Registrar’s website� The infor-
mation kept on the register contains identification information on all legal 
owners of the company, including the name and contact details of all direc-
tors and shareholders (s� 21, Companies Regulations)�

36� The Companies Act also provides for rules governing the incorpora-
tion and registration of companies with the Registrar (Part II, Companies 
Act)� Any person(s) can make an application to the Registrar for the incorpo-
ration and registration of a company� This person is known as the “promoter” 
(s� 2)� An application for incorporation may be submitted manually or 
electronically (s� 6) and must be accompanied by (i) a power of attorney if 
it is made by an agent or legal practitioner; and (ii) a certified copy of an 
identification document of a share subscriber and a director of the company� 
The application for incorporation must include contact details and passport 
information of at least two directors in the case of public companies, and at 
least one director for private companies� The contact details of all sharehold-
ers and directors must be submitted during the application (s� 5(5), 5(3)(b), 
Schedule Form 1, Form 8)�

37� After receipt of completed application of incorporation, with all sup-
porting documents including the articles of incorporation, the Registrar then 
registers the particulars of the company and issues a certificate of incorpora-
tion (s� 7(1))� Issuance of the certification of incorporation is confirmation 
that the company complies with all requirements of the Companies Act and 
that the company legally exists in Lesotho (s� 7)� The articles of incorporation 
must prescribe rules and regulations for the management and operations of 
the company and adopt all or any of the model articles of incorporation devel-
oped by the Registrar under section 87(4)� If no articles of incorporation are 
registered, the model articles of information developed by the Registrar under 
section 87(4) shall apply� The articles of incorporation lodged for registration 
must also be signed by each promoter�

38� The Registrar may refuse to register a company based on factors such 
as registrations submitted with illegible documents, not in the prescribed 
form, with incomplete or improper information, etc� (s� 88(2))� The Registrar’s 
refusal to register should not create a presumption as to the validity or 
invalidity of the document or the correctness or otherwise of the informa-
tion contained in the document (s� 88(3))� Companies must submit true and 
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accurate information with respect to any document required for purposes of 
the Companies Act� Any false statements made or authorised by a director, 
officer or employee of a company may result in conviction of the relevant 
persons to a fine up to LSL 500 000 (EUR 37 037) and/or imprisonment 
up to 20 years (s� 175)� These measures also apply to persons who voted in 
favour of making such statements in a meeting (s� 175(3))� Lesotho authorities 
also indicate that audits are conducted by the Registrar to ensure companies 
comply with obligations� The Phase 2 review will examine if these enforce-
ment provisions are sufficient in practice to ensure that accurate information 
is filed with the Registrar�

39� Any changes in directorship in the company must be reported to the 
Registrar within 30 days of the change (s� 74(1))� Any additions or changes 
in shareholders must also be reported to the Registrar� Each time the com-
pany issues shares, the director of the company is required to lodge with the 
Registrar within 15 working days a form stating the number and the nominal 
amount of shares issued and the name and addresses of the persons to whom 
the shares have been issued (s� 20(3), Companies Act)� In addition, the com-
pany is required to file with the Registrar a notice of transfer of shares within 
30 working days of the transfer (s� 15(3), Companies Regulations)� A company 
which fails to comply with the obligation to file notice of such transfer of 
shares is liable to payment of a late filing fee of LSL 5 (EUR 0�37) for each 
day of failure to file such form (Schedule 7, Companies Regulations)�

40� The Registrar will also have information in the annual reports of 
all companies as companies are required to lodge its annual report with the 
Registrar annually within three months of the anniversary date of the incor-
poration of the company (s� 105(3))� Information that is required to be in the 
annual report includes information concerning changes in the business name 
and its subsidiaries, the address of the registered office, the agent for service, 
the place and address where company records are kept� The annual report 
will also have identity information on the directors, such as their names and 
addresses and of those who have ceased to hold office since the previous 
annual report, and the total remuneration and value of other benefits received 
by the directors and former directors during the financial year (s� 105(1))� 
Failure to submit the regular annual report may result in removal of the 
company from the register of companies or a penalty as determined by the 
Minister (s� 108)�

41� Companies that cease its business must inform the Registrar after 
all liquidation or dissolution processes are completed in accordance to the 
required procedures (Parts xVI, xVIII and xIx, Companies Act)� Upon 
receiving the respective liquidation or dissolution reports and final accounts 
from the liquidator, the Registrar will endorse in the company’s record in the 
register that the company is liquidated or dissolved (s� 152(2), 170(2), 174)� 
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Company accounts and records must be retained by the liquidator for a mini-
mum of 10 years after the completion of the liquidation (s� 134(2)(d))�

42� The Registrar has the authority to remove a company from the 
register if the company fails to commence business within 12 months of 
incorporation, fails to submit an annual report, ceased its activities for 12 
consecutive months, or if it has been absent at its registered address for 6 
consecutive months (s� 87(5))�

Tax administration
43� The Lesotho Revenue Authority will generally not have updated 
ownership and identity information of companies as such information is not 
periodically included in the tax registration or filing of tax returns� However, 
Lesotho authorities indicate that as a policy, all identity information and copies 
of the passports regarding the owners are also required during registration�

44� All taxpayers must file annual returns of income to the Commissioner 
General (s� 128) which must be accompanied with the company’s financial 
statements such as a balance sheet, statement of income and expenses or 
other document that supported a return of income (s� 128(6))� Identity infor-
mation on the legal owners of the company is not required to be included in 
such tax returns� Companies that make payments of Lesotho-source interest, 
dividends, royalties, management fees, rent or other income as specified 
by the Commissioner General must make a return of such payment to the 
Commissioner General within 28 days of the end of the year of assessment in 
which the payments were made� Such return must include the name, address, 
and, when appropriate, the taxpayer identification number (TIN) of each 
person to whom such payment was made, the amount paid (s� 130) and such 
additional information as the Commissioner General may require�

45� Failure to file a return as required by the Act is punishable per sec-
tion 175 of the Act and the nominated officer for tax purposes of the company 
guilty of the offence is liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding LSL 5 000 
(EUR 370) or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months or both�

Information held by companies
46� Legal obligations for companies to keep a share register are provided 
under section 29 of the Companies Act� All companies must maintain a 
share register with the names of all shareholders – current and within the last 
10 years� If there are any transfers of shares, shareholders must inform the 
company and details of the share transfers must be entered on the share reg-
ister within 15 days� Shareholders must be listed on the share register which 
will serve as evidence of their legal title to the shares� Falsely or deceitfully 
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impersonating ownership of a share is an offence and is liable, upon convic-
tion, to a fine of LSL 10 000 (EUR 741) or imprisonment for a period of 
3 years, or both�

47� The share register must be kept in Lesotho� The director of the 
company is responsible for maintaining the share register and ensuring it is 
properly kept with updated information on share transfers� It should be kept at 
the registered office of the company unless – (i) the maintenance of the regis-
ter is carried out at another office of the company in Lesotho, whereby it may 
be kept at that office, or (ii) the company arranges with some other person to 
maintain the register on behalf of the company, it may be kept at the office in 
Lesotho of that other person at which the work is done� For companies that 
engage an agent, the agent is responsible for maintaining the share register 
of the company� Any changes to the location where the share register is kept 
must be notified to the Registrar within 10 working days�

48� The Registrar has the authority to investigate companies if it suspects 
any fraud or irregularity (s� 87(9))� Any discovered criminal activity will be 
referred to the Director of Public Prosecutions and the Registrar’s report can 
be used as evidence for prosecution (s� 87(10))� Any person that fails to pro-
vide any records as requested by the Registrar is liable to conviction to a fine 
of LSL 20 000 (EUR 1 481) or imprisonment for 3 years, or both (s� 87(12))�

Nominee identity information
49� In Lesotho, a nominee arrangement is carried out through the crea-
tion of a “voting trust” when one or more shareholders legally transfers its 
shares and the attached voting rights to a trustee (the nominee shareholder) 
(s� 37, Companies Act)� The availability of the identity information of the 
trustee (nominee) and shareholders it represents is ensured through legal 
requirements for the information to be submitted to the company, which is 
subsequently submitted to the Registrar� Lesotho’s laws do not provide for the 
possibility of any other nominee arrangement other than through a “voting 
trust”�

50� The provisions of the voting trust will be set out in an agreement 
signed by the shareholders and the trustee� Upon signing the agreement, 
the trustee is obligated to submit to the company’s registered office a list of 
the names and addresses of shareholders who have an interest in the trust, 
together with the number and class of shares transferred to the trust� Once the 
shares subject to the trust are registered in the trustee’s name, the voting trust 
is effective and is valid for a period not exceeding 10 years unless extended 
(s� 37(3))� The company is responsible for verifying the legal status of the 
trustee (s� 5(2), model Articles of Incorporation, Companies Regulation)� 
Since the voting trust cannot be effective without the signed agreement by 
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the shareholders who have an interest in the trust, any change in the owner-
ship will be reflected in the signed agreement which must be delivered by the 
voting trustee to the company’s registered office (s� 37(5))�

51� The availability of ownership and identity information of such share-
holders, whose shares are managed in a voting trust, is also ensured through 
AML obligations� Such trustees of voting trusts would be covered by the fact 
that they carry out the business of “safekeeping and administration of securi-
ties” which is a listed business under the Money Laundering and Proceeds of 
Crime Act (Schedule 1 (xv))� This qualifies them as an “accountable institu-
tion” under the Act and they are thereby subjected to the respective customer 
due diligence and know your customer obligations, which includes the require-
ment to keep all ownership and identity information of the shareholders for a 
minimum of five years from the end of the business relationship� Although 
Lesotho’s laws only provide for nominee arrangements through a voting trust, 
if any other nominee arrangements were to exist, they would also be covered 
under the above-described AML obligations� Details of these obligations are 
described in a later section “Information kept by service providers and other 
persons”�

Foreign companies (“external companies”)
52� Foreign companies (or “external companies”) are incorporated outside 
of Lesotho but have established a place of business within Lesotho� Similar 
to domestic companies, the legal obligations attached to external companies’ 
registration with the Registrar ensures that all identifying information on the 
legal owners has to be maintained by the external company and provided 
to the Registrar at the time the company establishes a place of business in 
Lesotho and subsequently when there are any changes to its owners� There are 
66 external companies registered in Lesotho�

53� The rules for registration applicable to external companies are 
similar to that for domestic companies� External companies must apply for 
registration with the Registrar within ten days of establishing the place of 
business (s, 11(1), Companies Act)� The application for registration must 
include the full names, nationality, residential addresses of the directors of 
the external company at the date of the application, the full address of the 
place of business of the external company in Lesotho, evidence of incorpora-
tion and a copy of the articles of incorporation of the company in English, 
full names and address of one or more persons resident in Lesotho who are 
authorised to accept service in Lesotho on behalf of the external company 
(s� 11(3))� There is no legal requirement in the law that such persons who 
accept service on behalf of external companies must be company service 
providers� Nonetheless, Lesotho authorities indicate that such persons who 
accept service typically include company service providers who are listed as 
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an “accountable institution” under the Money Laundering and Proceeds of 
Crime Act (Schedule 1 (xxii)) and therefore also subjected to AML obliga-
tions to keep all ownership and identity information of the external company�

54� The obligations of the Registrar are the same for both domestic and 
external companies which includes the obligation to keep a register on all 
external companies� Upon receiving a completed application for registration, 
the Registrar shall immediately register it on the external register and issue a 
certificate of registration (s� 11(4))� If there are any changes to the articles of 
incorporation, directors or persons authorised to accept service in Lesotho of 
documents on behalf of the external company, the external company is to notify 
the Registrar within 20 days of the change or amendment (s� 12(2))� Identity 
information on all shareholders is one of the information items that the Registrar 
must ensure it keeps on the register (s� 21, Companies Regulations)� Lesotho 
authorities have confirmed that legal obligations apply to external companies 
to keep identity information on its shareholders and submit this informa-
tion to the Registrar� This is based on the fact that “company” is defined as a 
body corporate “incorporated or registered” under the Companies Act (s� 2(1), 
Companies Act), and external companies are “registered” under the Companies 
Act� Lesotho authorities have also confirmed that these obligations do not differ 
as regards domestic or external companies� This includes the obligation to keep 
a share register and report any changes of its shareholders to the Registrar (s� 29, 
Companies Act and s� 15, Companies Regulations)� However, it is also noted that 
the template registration form to be submitted by the external company to the 
Registrar does not have a specific field requesting this information (Schedule, 
Form 3, Companies Act) and Lesotho is recommended to ensure that the 
requirements of external companies when registering with the form is consist-
ent with its laws� Whether such filing in fact occurs in practice for all foreign 
companies established in Lesotho will be further examined in Phase 2�

55� If an external company intends to cease its business in Lesotho, it 
must within three months after giving public notice, notify the Registrar of 
its last date of business and the Registrar will remove the external company 
from the external register (s� 154)� Lesotho authorities indicate that similar to 
the requirements in respect of domestic companies, accounts and records of 
the external company must be retained by the liquidator for a minimum of 
10 years after the completion of the liquidation (s� 134(2)(d))�

56� External companies that have their management and control or 
undertake the majority of its operations in Lesotho are considered resident for 
tax purposes in Lesotho (s� 6(1), Income Tax Act)� In addition, a branch of a 
non-resident company is treated as a separate person as if it is a resident com-
pany in Lesotho (s� 6(2))� All tax residents must file tax returns (s� 128) but as 
discussed earlier, tax returns by companies do not include all ownership and 
identity information and therefore are not relied on for EOI purposes�
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Information held by service providers and other persons
57� The Money Laundering and Proceeds of Crime Act of 2008 (“MLPC 
Act”) which regulates AML rules in Lesotho requires persons providing 
services to a company to identify the owners of such company (s� 16)� The 
MLPC Act defines “accountable institutions” in section 2 read with Schedule 
1 as a person or institution including branches, associates or subsidiaries and 
employed or contracted persons outside such person or institution� These will 
include legal practitioners, accountants and financial institutions, as well as 
any person who carries on a business listed in the Act� For EOI purposes relat-
ing to companies, such other persons who may be relevant would include those 
carrying on a business of a company service provider (Schedule 1(c)(xxii))�

58� Under the MLPC Act, an accountable institution must, when estab-
lishing a business relationship, obtain information on the purpose and nature 
of the business relationship and, if the transaction is conducted by a natural 
person, adequately identify and verify his or her identity including informa-
tion relating to the individual’s name, address and occupation and the national 
identity card or passport or other applicable official identifying document 
(s� 16(1))� In the case of a transaction conducted by a legal entity, the account-
able institution should adequately identify and verify its legal existence and 
structure, including information relating to the customer’s name, legal status, 
address and directors and the principal owners and beneficiaries and control 
structure of the entity� In addition the accountable institution should estab-
lish the provisions regulating the power to bind the entity and verify that any 
person purporting to act on behalf of the customer is so authorised, and iden-
tify those persons (s� 16(1))� In the context of companies, Lesotho authorities 
advise that these AML rules are applied to include the obligation of company 
service providers to keep all ownership information of the company, includ-
ing identity information of all members and shareholders�

59� The AML Guidelines further specify that in the case where a busi-
ness relationship is conducted through an account, the accountable institution 
must obtain and verify the particulars of the identity of the customer or client 
at the time the banking of deposit account is opened� In cases where the busi-
ness relationship is conducted on a one-off basis, a deposit taking accountable 
institution must obtain and verify the particulars of the identity of the cus-
tomer or client at the time the transaction occurs, unless the deposit to, or by, 
the customer or client is less than LSL 20 000 (EUR 1 481)�

60� The AML Guidelines state that where verification of the customer’s 
or client’s identity is satisfactorily completed, further verification is not 
necessary when the customer or client subsequently undertakes transactions 
as long as regular contact with the customer or client is maintained (s12(1))� 
Nonetheless, the AML Guidelines specify that an accountable institution 
must monitor its customers or clients and their transactions on an on-going 
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basis and observe the collection and verification of additional KYC (know 
your client) information in relation to on-going customer due diligence 
(s� 16(1))� Where evidence of a person’s identity is obtained in accordance 
with section 16 of the MLPC Act, a record that indicates the nature of the 
evidence obtained, and which comprises either a copy of the evidence or such 
information as would enable a copy of it to be obtained must be maintained 
by the accountable institution (s� 17(1))�

61� The obligation to maintain records is further described in the AML 
Guidelines where it is stated that the accountable institution must keep and 
maintain records of its customers or clients’ business transactions that con-
tain daily records of transactions, receipts, paying-in books, customer or 
client correspondence and cheques� Such records must be kept for a minimum 
of five years from when the business transaction is conducted (s� 17(1))� In 
addition, the AML Guidelines stipulate that an accountable institution should 
ensure that documents used to verify the identity of the customer or client and 
documents or information used to verify the identity of the beneficial owners 
are kept (s� 17(3)(c))� The records should also include records of on-going 
monitoring, documents or information on correspondent banking relation-
ships and documentation on reliance on third parties, among other things 
(s� 17(3))� Such records should be kept by the accountable institution for a 
period of at least five years from the date the relevant business or transaction 
was completed, or termination of business relationship, whichever is the later 
(MLPC Act s� 17(4))�

62� An accountable institution which fails to comply with any AML 
requirements would be considered to have committed an offence, and is 
liable on conviction to a fine of not less than LSL 250 000 (EUR 18 519) 
(s� 26(3))� In the case of a natural person who fails to comply with any AML 
requirements would also be considered to have committed an offence and is 
liable to imprisonment for a period not exceeding 10 years, or a fine of not 
less than LSL 50 000 (EUR 3 704) or both� In addition or in the alternative to 
the fine mentioned above, the Court may order suspension or revocation of a 
business license (s� 26(4))� General penalties for non-compliance with the pro-
visions of the Act may also apply where such persons are liable to a fine up to 
LSL 10 000 (EUR 741) or imprisonment for a period up to 30 months (s� 113)�

Conclusion
63� The legal and regulatory framework in Lesotho ensures that owner-
ship information regarding domestic and foreign companies is available� The 
Companies Act requires all companies to provide identity information on all 
shareholders and directors upon registration with the Registrar of Companies, 
keep a share register and report any subsequent changes in directors or share-
holders� Nominee ownership through voting trusts by trustees is covered by 
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AML obligations and trustees must retain ownership and identity informa-
tion of the shareholders they represent� Identification of the nominee and its 
shareholders, as well as the fact that the shares are held on behalf of another 
person must be entered in the register of shareholders held by the companies 
and where any update is to be reported to the Registrar of Companies� The 
CDD and KYC obligations under AML laws further ensure the availability of 
ownership information for companies where service providers are engaged� 
The obligations under the commercial and AML laws are sufficient to ensure 
that ownership information on all companies in Lesotho is available in all 
cases, with exception to the cases of public companies that have issued share 
warrants to bearer as further analysed in section A�1�2 below�

Bearer shares (ToR A.1.2)
64� There is no legislation in Lesotho regarding bearer shares� The 
issuance of bearer shares is effectively impeded through registration require-
ments under the Companies Act� As discussed in section A�1�1, a person can 
only be legally entitled to the rights associated with the shares of a company 
when that person’s name is entered in the company’s share register (s� 29)� It is 
therefore not possible to own shares in a company without having your name 
entered in the share register�

65� However, upon closer inspection of the model articles of incorpora-
tion provided in the Companies Regulation which public companies may 
adopt, it appears that “share warrants to bearer” may be issued by a public 
company in Lesotho if allowed under the company’s articles of incorpora-
tion (s� 9, Companies Regulation Schedule 3)� If allowed, such share warrants 
may be issued with respect of fully paid shares and entitles the bearer to the 
shares specified� A share represented by a share warrant may be transferred 
by delivery of the warrant representing it� Bearers of share warrants are enti-
tled to the same rights and privileges as they would if their names had been 
included in the register as holders of the shares represented by their warrants� 
Bearers are also entitled to attend and vote at the general meetings, receive 
payments of dividends and surrender their warrants so as to hold their shares 
in certificated or uncertificated form (s� 10, Companies Regulation Schedule 
3)� Lesotho authorities have indicated that shares in “uncertificated form” 
refer to shares that are credited to the account of a shareholder without the 
physical issuance of a certificate� The name of the shareholder is entered in 
the register and any transfer of shares is recorded by updating the identity 
information of the particular shareholder in the register�

66� These provisions for share warrants, if provided in the public com-
pany’s articles of incorporation, do not appear to impose any requirements 
for the company to retain any ownership information of share warrants to 
bearer� However, when read with the definition of “shareholders” under the 
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Companies Act, it may appear that share warrants to bearer are subjected 
to the same treatment as shareholders as regards to companies’ obligation 
to keep updated identity information of all holders of shares on its share 
register (s� 29, Companies Act), and update the Registrar on any transfers of 
shares, i�e� changes in the holder of shares (s� 15(3), Companies Regulation)� 
These obligations were also described in the previous section on companies 
which also ensures the availability of ownership information in line with the 
international standard� A shareholder refers to a person who is the “holder” 
of a share (s� 2, Companies Act), and in the case for a public company that 
issues share warrants, the “holder” includes the person “in possession of that 
warrant” (s� 1, Companies Regulation Schedule 3)� In addition, since bearer 
of share warrants are also entitled to the same rights as a shareholder, such as 
attending and voting at general meetings and receiving dividends, it would 
also be reasonably expected that the company should have identification 
information on holders of share warrants�

67� The rules in the Companies Act, when read together, appear to pro-
vide for public companies to keep ownership information in respect of all 
share warrants to bearer, and not be inconsistent with the requirement under 
the Companies Act to record all ownership information of shares (s� 29), and 
that a person can only be legally entitled to the rights of shares if the person’s 
name is entered in the share register (s� 29)�

68� Lesotho authorities have confirmed that the above interpretation of 
the rules in the Companies Act and the Companies Regulations is applied 
in Lesotho, and these rules allow the availability of identification informa-
tion of the holders of share warrants� In addition, Lesotho authorities have 
advised that the policy is that permission must be sought from the Minister 
responsible for trade and industry before any public company can issue share 
warrants� It is however unclear what the criteria for granting the permission 
are� Notwithstanding, Lesotho authorities have confirmed that share warrants 
have never been issued as none of these public companies have sought the rel-
evant permission� This is likely due to the small size and nature of companies 
that operate in Lesotho� The total number of public companies that may issue 
share warrants is 562, which represents 2�28% of all companies in Lesotho� 
The approval procedures for public companies to issue share warrants will be 
examined in the Phase 2 review�

Conclusion
69� The mechanisms laid out in the Companies Act should impede the 
issuance of bearer shares despite there being no explicit prohibition on bearer 
shares� The existing rules under these laws appear to be sufficient to ensure 
that ownership information of all shares are available since details of any 
share transfer must be recorded and reported, and that persons can only claim 
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their legal title to the shares if they are listed on the share register� These 
rules appear to allow for the availability of identification information of all 
holders of share warrants� Lesotho authorities have also confirmed that no 
share warrants have ever been issued, as there has been no application by 
any public company to seek the necessary permission from the Minister to 
do so� The number of public companies that may issue share warrants is 562, 
representing 2�27% of all companies in Lesotho� Notwithstanding, as there 
are also no express provisions in the laws requiring ownership information 
to be retained specifically in respect of all share warrants to bearer, there 
remains some uncertainty as to whether the mechanisms are sufficiently 
robust to ensure the availability of information identifying all holders of share 
warrants to bearer� Given that share warrants to bearer is expressly allowed 
for under Lesotho’s laws, it is recommended that Lesotho should take neces-
sary measures to ensure that robust mechanisms are in place to identify the 
owners of share warrants to bearer or eliminate companies’ ability to issue 
such share warrants�

Partnerships (ToR A.1.3)
70� Partnerships in Lesotho are governed under the Partnership Proclama-
tion No� 78 of 1957, which provides for two types of partnerships:

• A partnership is defined as any legal relationship between any two 
or more persons, but not exceeding 20 persons, who carry on, or 
intend to carry on, any lawful business or undertaking to which each 
person contributes something, with the object of making a profit and 
of sharing it between them (s� 1)� There are currently 196 partnerships 
registered with the Lesotho Revenue Authority in Lesotho� 6

• A limited partnership must bear all the requirements of a partner-
ship as defined but it is distinct in that it consists of two classes of 
partners, general partners, who are jointly and severally liable for 
the debts of the partnership and who have the authority to transact 
on behalf of the partnership, and one or more special partners who 
contribute specific sums of money and whose liability for the debts of 
the partnership is generally limited to their contributions and have no 
authority to transact on behalf of the partnership (s� 11 and 12)� There 
are currently no limited partnerships registered in Lesotho�

6� Lesotho authorities have advised that the Deed Registry records all deeds on 
partnerships, trusts and other entities in a manual physical register over the years 
thus statistical information regarding each type of entity registered not available�
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Information kept by public authorities

Information provided to the Registrar of Deeds
71� Both a partnership and limited partnership obtains legal personality 
upon registration of their deed of partnership with the Registrar of Deeds 
(s� 2(1), Partnership Proclamation)� All partners are to sign the deed of part-
nership that records all terms of the partnership� The deed must be signed 
before a notary or an administrative officer, and registered with the Registrar 
within 60 days�

72� The partnership deed for both partnerships and limited partnerships 
must include all identification information on all partners� This includes the 
full names, residential addresses, amount of capital or assets brought into 
the partnership by every partner, duties and degree of participation of each 
partner in the business of the partnership, proportions for sharing of profits 
and losses, etc� (s� 5(1))� For limited partnerships that also consist of special 
partners, the deed must also include identification information on the special 
partners and the amount of capital brought into the partnership by each of the 
special partner (s� 13)�

73� Any changes to information in the partnership deed, including dis-
solution of the partnership, would need to be recorded in the form of a deed 
that will again be signed by all partners before a notary or an administrative 
officer� The revised deed must be registered with the Registrar within 60 days 
(s� 6(1))�

74� The Registrar is responsible for reviewing the information submit-
ted in the partnership deed and may decline to register any partnership if 
it does not comply with the requirements of the Partnerships Proclamation 
or any other law relating to registration of deeds (s� 10(1)(a))� Unregistered 
partnerships will have no legal status and cannot enforce any rights arising 
out of any contract made or entered on behalf of any unregistered partnership 
(s� 28)� There are no other sanctions indicated in the law, such as for partner-
ships that fail to submit any changes to its partnership deed�

Information provided to the tax administration
75� All partnerships with at least one resident partner are considered 
resident for tax purposes in Lesotho and non-resident partnerships receiving 
chargeable income in Lesotho are subject to tax (s� 7, Income Tax Act)� A 
partnership is considered resident for tax purposes if one or all partners of the 
partnership were resident in Lesotho during the year of assessment (s� 7, ITA)� 
In the case of non-resident partnerships, income of the partnership is taxed 
at the level of the partners, i�e� the non-resident partnership is considered tax 
transparent (s� 4(3))�
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76� A partnership resident and carrying on business in Lesotho is obliged 
to file an annual return of income to the Commissioner General (s� 128, 
Income Tax Act)� A partnership is a resident partnership for a year of assess-
ment if at any time during that year a partner was a resident of Lesotho (s� 7, 
Income Tax Act)� Lesotho authorities have also confirmed that the laws 
are interpreted to require non-resident (foreign) partnerships operating in 
Lesotho to file such returns through its nominated officer� Although partners 
rather than the partnership are taxed, the partnership is required to file a 
return for the income of the partnership (s� 75(1))� All partnerships must file 
a tax return through its nominated officer who must be a resident in Lesotho 
(s� 128 and s� 211(2))� The tax return must be accompanied with the partner-
ship’s financial statements such as a balance sheet, statement of income and 
expenses or other document that supported a return of income (s� 128(6))� 
Identity information on all partners will be included in the tax return since 
it must list all partners of the partnership and their profit allocation (Income 
Tax Return Form)�

77� In addition to the obligation on the partnership to file annual tax 
returns, every partnership that makes payments of Lesotho-source interests, 
dividends, royalties, management fees, rent, or other income as specified by 
the Commissioner must make a return of such payment to the Commissioner 
General within 28 days of the end of the year of assessment in which the 
payments were made, setting out, amongst other things, the name, address 
and where appropriate, the tax identification number of each person to whom 
such payments were made (s� 130)�

78� The nominated officer of any partnership who fails to file a return 
or document as required under the Income Tax Act is guilty of an offence 
and liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding LSL 5 000 (EUR 370) or to 
imprisonment for a term not exceeding six months, or both (s� 175(1))�

Information held by the partners and service providers
79� All identity information is included in the partnership deed, which 
also has to be signed before the notary or administrative officer where 
changes occur� The deed is produced in duplicate where one remains with the 
Registrar and the others with the partnership� Section 8 of the Partnership 
Proclamation provides that the deed of partnership if recorded and expressed 
in any language other than English or Sesotho will have to be translated to 
either of the languages�

80� Section 16 of the MLPC Act 2008 requires all accountable institu-
tions, including lawyers, accountants, financial institutions and other persons 
who carry on a host of such services as financial services, insurance services, 
gaming and gambling services, custody and safekeeping services etc� to, 
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when establishing any business relationship or carrying out any business 
transaction, obtain full information about the nature and purpose of such 
relationship or transaction� If the relationship or transaction is with a legal 
entity, an accountable institution is required to adequately identify and verify 
its legal existence and structure, including information relating to customer’s 
name, legal status, address and directors (presumably partners as well), 
the principal owners and beneficiaries and control structure and provisions 
relating to the power to bind the entity and to verify that any such person 
purporting to act on behalf of the customer is authorised and identify those 
persons� In the context of partnerships, Lesotho authorities advise that these 
AML rules are applied to include the obligation of company service providers 
to keep all identity information of all partners of the partnership� Guidelines 
5 – 9 of the Anti-Money Laundering Guidelines and the KYC Guidelines of 
2007 also require financial institutions to establish and record as much infor-
mation as possible about identities of all persons concerned with ownership 
of a legal entity, including partnerships�

81� All information on the partnerships must be kept in Lesotho� 
Partnerships that carry on business or derive income in Lesotho should have 
a nominated officer for tax purposes and where one of the partners is a resi-
dent, that partner should be the nominated officer (s� 211)� This is consistent 
with the requirement for documents to be kept in Lesotho where such docu-
ments can be obtained from the nominated officer in Lesotho (s� 169, Income 
Tax Act)�

Conclusion
82� The legal and regulatory framework ensures that ownership infor-
mation regarding all partnerships is available� All partnerships must be 
registered in Lesotho to have legal effect� Partnerships are required to submit 
information on all their partners to the Registrar of Deeds and report any 
subsequent changes� Tax laws require all partnerships, including foreign 
partnerships, to include the identity information on all partners of the part-
nership and their profit allocation when filing tax returns� The CDD and 
KYC obligations under AML laws also further ensure the availability of 
ownership information for partnerships where service providers are engaged� 
The combination of obligations under the commercial, tax and AML laws are 
sufficient to ensure that ownership information on all partnerships in Lesotho 
is available in all cases�
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Trusts (ToR A.1.4)
83� There is no statutory law dealing with the creation, administration, 
monitoring and regulation of trusts in Lesotho� Notwithstanding, trusts can 
be created in Lesotho under common law, where there is a general duty on 
trustees to maintain proper records of the trust property and to have knowl-
edge of all documents pertaining to the formation and management of a trust� 
These documents typically include the identity of settlors, beneficiaries and 
other trustees� This is similar to and enunciated in the South African law, 
which Lesotho references given the high persuasive value that South African 
judicial decisions have in Lesotho� Lesotho authorities have advised that 
it can be interpreted that trusts can be created in Lesotho under Lesotho’s 
common law, guided by the principles and rules under the Friendly Societies 
Act of 1882� There are currently 15 trusts registered with the Lesotho 
Revenue Authority in Lesotho�

84� Generally, the criteria for the creation of a trust are similar to the English 
common law, namely a trust is created where assets are transferred by a 
person (the settlor) to a trustee for the benefit of another person� Lesotho laws 
do not prohibit a resident of Lesotho from acting as a trustee or otherwise in 
a fiduciary capacity in relation to a trust formed under foreign law� Likewise, 
Lesotho laws also do not prohibit a resident of Lesotho from administering 
a trust governed under foreign law� Apart from the extent that the Friendly 
Societies Act is referenced, there are no clear rules for the registering of 
trusts with any authority in Lesotho�

85� The laws examined to determine if the legal and regulatory frame-
work of Lesotho ensures the availability of all identity information of the 
trustee, settlor and beneficiary of all trusts in Lesotho are the Friendly 
Societies Act, Income Tax Act and the AML laws and guidelines�

Friendly Societies Act
86� When read with the Friendly Societies Act, trusts are to appoint one 
or more persons to be a trustee and a copy of the resolution is to be deposited 
with the Registrar of Deeds (s� 3)� Lesotho authorities apply common law 
principles where the settlor has unfettered discretion as to who to appoint as a 
trustee� In this regard, Lesotho authorities reference the South African case of 
Land and Agricultural Bank of South Africa v Parker 2005 (2) SA 77 (SCA), 
Cameron JA stated that “…Who the trustees are, their number, how they are 
appointed, and under what circumstance they have power to bind the trust 
estate are matters defined in the trust deed, which is the trust’s constitutive 
charter� Outside its provisions the trust estate can not be bound” (at Page 10 
Para 83H)�
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87� The Friendly Societies Act also contains provisions on the general 
requirements for the keeping of audited accounts of the society or in this case, 
the trust (s� 10(5))� Annual returns must also be submitted to the Registrar of 
Deeds and include general financial statements on the use of funds and the 
annual report of the society (or trust)�

88� There are no explicit requirements under the Friendly Societies Act 
for the trust to keep or report any identity information on all parties to the 
society, or in the case of a trust – the settlor, trustee and beneficiary� Lesotho 
authorities have indicated that the policy adhered to by trusts in Lesotho is 
that a trust deed is created by the lawyer nominated by the person(s) who 
wish to start a trust� The deed is thereafter submitted to the Ministry of 
Local Government for registration into the Deeds Registry� Foreign trusts 
also have to submit the trust deed to the Deeds Registry if it wishes to oper-
ate in Lesotho� While there is no requirement that the trusts must submit all 
identity information on all parties to the trust, the information may be in the 
trust deed as is typically the case for most trusts established under common 
law� Since trusts are not explicitly provided for under the Friendly Societies 
Act, it is also unclear how any of the obligations in this Act can be enforced 
for trusts in practice� A practical assessment should be undertaken under 
Phase 2� Notwithstanding the above, an obligation to identify the trustee, 
settlor and beneficiary of trusts are provided under the Income Tax Act and 
the AML laws and guidelines, as further described below�

Income Tax Act

Types of trusts
89� For tax purposes, a trust is a separate taxable entity and it includes 
the estate of a deceased person� A “trustee” is defined under the Income Tax 
Act (s� 3(1)) as:

(i) an executor, administrator, tutor, or curator; and

(ii) a liquidator or judicial manager; and

(iii) a person having or taking on the administration or control of prop-
erty subject to a trust; and

(iv) a person acting in a fiduciary capacity; and

(v) a person having the possession, control, or management of the prop-
erty of a person under a legal disability�

90� A trust as defined under the Income Tax Act does not include a “grantor 
trust” or a “qualified beneficiary trust” (s� 2(1), Income Tax Act)�
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• A “grantor trust” is a trust in which the grantor (or settlor) has (either 
in whole or in part) (a) the power to revoke or alter the trust so as to 
acquire a beneficial interest in the corpus or income or (b) a rever-
sionary interest in either the corpus or income�

• A “qualified beneficiary trust” is a trust in which a person has a 
power solely exercisable by that person to vest the corpus or income 
in that person or (b) a trust whose sole beneficiary is an individual or 
an individual’s estate or appointees�

91� A grantor trust or a qualified beneficiary trust is not treated as a 
separate taxable entity from the grantor or beneficiary, respectively� Income 
from a grantor trust is reported directly on the grantor’s tax return, and 
income from a qualified beneficiary trust is reported directly on the benefi-
ciary’s return�

92� The Income Tax Act also provides for unit trusts� Unit trusts refer to 
that under the Lesotho Unit Trust Act 2003, which are medium to long-term 
collective investment schemes managed by STANLIB Lesotho (Pty) Ltd, a 
licensed financial services provider regulated by the Central Bank of Lesotho 
under the Collective Investment Schemes Regulations 2001� A unit trust is 
exempt from all taxes under the Income Tax Act� However, when filing their 
tax returns, the unit holders must include in income any returns realised from 
the unit trust, except if there are bonus units, which in such cases the sale of 
such bonus shall be deemed as equivalent to dividends and may be subjected 
to tax (s� 83C)� Despite the limited identity information available as part of tax 
obligations, Lesotho authorities have confirmed that the STANLIB Lesotho 
(Pty) Ltd would, as a licensed financial services provider, be subjected to 
AML obligations to maintain all information of its customers, which in 
respect of the Lesotho Unit Trust, would include identity information on all 
unit holders�

Information provided to the tax authorities
93� Apart from the exceptions for a grantor trust, qualified beneficiary 
trust and a unit trust, all other trusts that “carries on business in Lesotho or 
derives Lesotho-source income” (s� 211(1)) must have a nominated officer for 
tax purposes who is responsible for any tax obligation imposed on the trust, 
including the filing of tax returns (s� 211(6))� This is the same obligation for 
companies and partnerships as described in A�1�1 and A�1�3� For trusts with a 
resident trustee, the nominated officer must be the resident trustee (s� 211(2))� 
Since every entity must have a nominated officer for tax purposes, it may be 
inferred that trusts without a resident trustee but that “carries on a business 
in Lesotho or derives Lesotho-source income” must appoint a nominated 
officer� Lesotho authorities also interpret that for a trust, the nominated 
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officer must be a person resident in Lesotho� This would be consistent with 
the requirements for other entities that the nominated officer must be a resi-
dent person (s� 211), and that all records for tax purposes are to be maintained 
in Lesotho (s� 169), for which this obligation would presumably be imposed 
on the nominated officer� All trusts must appoint the nominated officer in 
the first year of assessment and notify the Commissioner General, failing 
which the Commissioner General will specify the person to be the nominated 
officer (s� 211(3) and (4))� Trusts must also notify the Commissioner General 
of any changes to their nominated officers (s� 211(5))�

94� All ordinary trusts that have taxable income are required to file a 
tax return annually to the LRA (s� 81(7))� Lesotho authorities confirm that 
the annual filing obligation applies regardless whether income or loss has 
been made� Trust income or loss is calculated as if the trust were a resident 
individual taxpayer, minus personal deductions and credits� Trust income is 
taxed in the hands of trustees (s� 83) where the trustee is liable for income 
tax on the chargeable trust income� The chargeable trust income includes 
Lesotho-source income and foreign-source income, and is calculated by 
subtracting the amount included in the gross income of any beneficiary 
(s� 83(2))� The foreign-source income that is included refers to when the settlor 
is resident at the time of making a transfer to the trustee; or is a resident in 
the year of assessment in question; or where a resident person may ultimately 
benefit from the income (s� 83(1)), and subtracting the gross income of any 
beneficiary (s� 83(2))� Beneficiaries are taxable on their share of trust income 
to which they are presently entitled (s� 82) and are therefore responsible in all 
instances for filing their own income tax returns� Non-resident beneficiaries 
are only taxed on Lesotho-source income of the trust to which the beneficiary 
is presently entitled (s� 82(2))� The tax return should be in a form prescribed 
by the Commissioner General and will contain information on income, 
expenditure and details of the nominated officer who is responsible for accu-
rately assessing the tax payable�

95� The Income Tax Act is not explicit as to whether the tax return has 
to indicate the identity information on the settlor, trustee and beneficiary of 
each trust� Notwithstanding, in view of the tax treatment of trusts, identity 
information of the trustees would be included in the returns to determine the 
taxable income since trusts are taxed at the trustee level� As trustees would 
have to prove the residence status of the settlor to determine its taxable 
income, it should follow that identity information of the settlor would also 
have to be included in the returns� The identity information on beneficiar-
ies would also be known in some cases since beneficiaries are responsible 
for filing their own income tax returns on their share of trust income� In 
addition, nominated officers are also obligated to notify the Commissioner 
General of the identity of any non-resident beneficiaries (s� 211(6))�
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96� As the obligations under the Income Tax Act only apply where the 
trust income is taxable, there may still be gaps as regards the availability of 
ownership information of trusts that have a nexus to Lesotho (i�e� established 
in Lesotho under common law, has a resident trustee in Lesotho or admin-
istered in Lesotho)� Identity information may not be available for trustees 
and settlors of a trust, which only receives foreign-source income and where 
the settlor is not a resident� Such trust income would not be liable to tax and 
the trustee of such a trust, even if there is a resident trustee, would not be 
required to register or file a tax return� There may also be a gap in the avail-
ability of identity information of beneficiaries who are (i) resident in Lesotho 
but are not entitled to any of the trust income for the year; (ii) resident in 
Lesotho and entitled to trust income which is foreign-sourced and where 
the settlor is non-resident; and (iii) non-resident in Lesotho but whose enti-
tled share of the trust income is foreign-sourced� Notwithstanding, Lesotho 
authorities confirm that AML rules mitigate these gaps as analysed in the 
next section�

AML rules
97� AML rules do not specifically provide for trustees but contain obli-
gations for all financial institutions, and other accountable persons who may 
act as professional trustees including legal practitioners, accountants and 
company service providers, to maintain ownership information of all parties 
to the trust� Lesotho authorities indicate that the provision of trustee services 
by any other person or entity appears to be very rare as the use of trusts is 
not prevalent in Lesotho and any trusts set up are usually family trusts estab-
lished through a lawyer by parents for their children� Entities and persons 
covered by AML rules are obligated to determine whether a customer is 
acting on behalf of another person as a trustee, nominee or any other inter-
mediary (Financial Institutions (KYC) Guidelines 2007)� “Customer” is also 
defined as beneficial owners of transactions conducted by professional inter-
mediaries including legal practitioners, accountants and company service 
providers� In doing so, the financial institution must obtain identity informa-
tion of such persons and should establish the nature of the relationship and 
arrangement in place� While opening an account for a trust, the financial 
institution must take reasonable precautions to identify trustees, settlors of 
trusts, grantors, protectors, beneficial owners and signatories (Schedule 1, 
Guideline 9(4))� Where the account for the trust is opened by a professional 
intermediary, which may include legal practitioners, accountants or company 
service providers, the financial institution is also subjected to the same obli-
gations to obtain all identity information on all parties to the trust (Schedule 
1, Guideline 9(4)(1�2))� The general penalty prescribed in the Financial 
Institutions Act (s� 32) will apply for non-compliance and prescribes that a 
penalty not exceeding LSL 500 000 (EUR 37 037) will apply in a continuing 
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offence and an additional daily penalty not exceeding LSL 5 000 (EUR 370), 
in contravention of any provision of the Act�

98� The KYC procedures applicable to banks and other accountable 
institutions are described in the Money Laundering (Accountable Institutions) 
Guidelines, Legal Notice no� 55 of 2013 (the AML Guidelines)� The AML 
Guidelines specify that an accountable institution, including legal practition-
ers, accountants and company service providers, should obtain and verify 
particulars of identity of trustees, nominees, or fiduciaries and the underlying 
beneficiary on whose behalf a business transaction is entered into, and estab-
lish the purpose of which the transaction is entered into (s� 6(4)(b))� In addition, 
a deposit taking accountable institution is obliged to obtain and verify the 
identity of a third party if the deposit is by, or on behalf of, a third party (s� 13)�

99� The Financial Institutions Guidelines of 2007, Schedule 1, guideline 
1(1�4) provides that while opening an account for a foundation, financial 
institution must take reasonable precautions to verify the identity of the 
founders, managers or directors and beneficial owners� Under section 17(4) 
of the MLPC Act, identify information must be retained for at least 5 years� 
It is not specified in the Act if the information is to be kept within Lesotho 
although Lesotho authorities have confirmed that this would be indicated in 
the respective industry-specific legislation�

Conclusion
100� The combination of common law, tax law and AML obligations 
ensure the availability of identity information on trustees, settlors and ben-
eficiaries in respect of trusts created under Lesotho laws, administered in 
Lesotho, or in respect of a resident trustee of a foreign trust in Lesotho:

(i) Common law imposes obligations on the trustee to maintain infor-
mation on the trust beneficiaries and settlors� The common law 
places obligations on trustees to have full knowledge of all the trust 
documents, to act in the best interests of the beneficiaries and only 
distribute assets to the right persons� These obligations implicitly 
require all trustees to identify all the beneficiaries of the trust since 
this is the only way the trustee can carry out his duties properly� If 
the trustee fail to meet their common law obligations, they are liable 
to being sued� The extent of these common law obligations could not 
established during this Phase 1 review� Moreover, it should also be 
noted that foreign trusts formed under non-common law jurisdictions 
may not adhere to common law obligations� An in-depth assessment 
of the effectiveness of the common law requirements with respect to 
availability of identity information pertaining to settlors, trustees and 
beneficiaries of trusts will be considered as part of the Phase 2 review�
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(ii) Tax law ensures the availability of identity information on trustees, 
settlors and beneficiaries to the extent that the trust income is tax-
able in Lesotho� Identity information on non-resident beneficiaries 
must be reported to the tax authorities� However, identity informa-
tion may not be available in respect of trustees and settlors of trusts 
that do not have taxable trust income and beneficiaries that do not 
have taxable trust income, and thus may not be required to report the 
identity information when filing tax returns�

(iii) AML rules provide for obligations to keep the identity information 
on all parties to the trust where trusts are managed by professional 
trustees when they are legal practitioners, accountants and company 
service providers� Lesotho authorities have clarified that the use of 
trusts is not prevalent in Lesotho, it is rare to have trusts managed by 
any other entity or person or non-professional trustees and they are 
not aware of any that exist in Lesotho� The practice of this will be 
further examined during the Phase 2 review� In addition, obligations 
are also placed with financial institutions to keep identity informa-
tion on all parties of trusts that open trust accounts�

(iv) Although trusts may be loosely administered under the Friendly 
Societies Act, this legislation does not appear to include adequate 
obligations to ensure the availability of identity information on the 
trustee, settlor and beneficiaries�

101� It is also conceivable that a trust could be created under the laws of 
Lesotho, which has no other connection with Lesotho� In that event, there 
may be no information about the trust available in Lesotho� The Phase 2 
review will examine the effectiveness of the combination of common law, tax 
law and AML obligations to ensure the availability of ownership information 
in respect of both domestic and foreign trusts�

Foundations (ToR A.1.5)
102� There is no specific law for the establishment of foundations in 
Lesotho and based on the features of the entities called “foundations” that 
exist in Lesotho, it may be concluded that these are not relevant for the work 
of the Global Forum�

103� Lesotho authorities have advised that most entities called “founda-
tions” are established as non-profit making companies in Lesotho� All 67 
non-profit making companies registered in Lesotho are called “foundations” 
and are therefore subjected to the same rules as companies which has been 
analysed under A�1�1� Other foundations not registered as non-profit making 
companies are registered under the Societies Act 20 of 1966�
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104� According to Lesotho authorities, all entities called “foundations” 
in Lesotho pursue non-profit activities which are intended to be in the inter-
est of the public such as to promote human health and education� Since the 
foundations support a general cause and benefit general categories of people 
(e�g� youths, disadvantaged communities or orphans) there are no identifiable 
beneficiaries� Members of founders of the foundations do not receive any 
distribution nor benefit from the sale of the foundation’s property or assets 
upon its dissolution� Instead, assets are handed over to another foundation 
of a similar cause or handed over to the State� Lesotho authorities have con-
firmed that while there is no legal requirement, this is the common practice 
adhered to� Foundations are also exempted from tax� All foundations must 
seek approval of its activities with the Registrar prior to its incorporation as 
a non-profit company� Lesotho authorities indicate this is an administrative 
requirement as there is no licensing authority to regulate such entities�

Conclusion
105� While there is no legal framework for foundations, the features of 
the “foundations” that may be established in Lesotho are not relevant for the 
work of the Global Forum�

Other relevant entities and arrangements
106� Under the Societies Act 20 of 1966, entities including clubs, compa-
nies, partnerships or associations of ten or more persons whatever its nature 
or object, can be registered as long as it is legal (s� 2), and does not conduct 
any business for “ the acquisition of financial gain and of sharing the profit or 
loss between such persons” (s� 3)� It is not clear if such entities are relevant for 
the work of the Global Forum� Notwithstanding, entities that can be registered 
under the Societies Act do not include those regulated by other legislation such 
as the Companies Act, Partnerships Proclamation or Friendly Societies Act�

107� All entities registered under the Societies Act, are obligated to keep 
updated identity information on all members of the society as the informa-
tion must be produced when requested at any time by the Registrar (s� 14(1))� 
Lesotho authorities have confirmed that such identity information of the 
members must be included in the rules of the society which may be in 
the form of a deed, instrument or document relating to the establishment, 
constitution, regulations, government, aims, objects, purposes and powers 
of a society (s� 2(3))� Information which may be requested by the Registrar 
includes the rules (or deed) of the society and a “true and complete list of 
office bearers and of the members of the society distinguishing those residing 
in Lesotho or present there” at the date of request (s� 14(1)(b))� Society returns, 
accounts and any other information may also be required (s� 14(1)(d))� The 
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persons obligated to maintain and supply the information are the president or 
chairman and secretary and every member of the committee or other govern-
ing body of a society (s� 15(1))� These provisions are enforced by penalties for 
failure to supply any of the information within the timeframe stipulated in 
the request (s� 15(2))� Such penalties include a fine up to LSL 200 (EUR 15) 
or imprisonment up to six months (s� 28)�

108� All records and registers relating to societies are to be kept at the 
Societies’ Registry at Lesotho’s capital of Maseru under the provisions of 
the Act (s� 5)� All societies must be registered (s� 6) according to rules that 
may be prescribed by the Minister regarding the manner of registration, 
changes of name or objects, forms to be used, fees and annual returns and 
secures submission of accounts (s� 30)� There is no provision in the Societies 
Act that deals with retention of information� However, Lesotho authorities 
have confirmed that the office of the Registrar General in practice keeps all 
information indefinitely, at least no less than ten years even after dissolution 
of societies as the case may be�

Conclusion
109� Lesotho’s legal and regulatory framework ensures the availability 
of information on societies’ members� While not expressly provided in the 
Societies Act, it may be reasonably expected and also confirmed by Lesotho 
authorities, that the obligations in the Act imply that societies must keep all 
required information, including identity information that may be requested 
by the Registrar� The Phase 2 review will examine if these obligations are 
observed by all societies�

Enforcement provisions to ensure availability of information 
(ToR A.1.6)
110� Lesotho should have in place effective enforcement provisions to 
ensure the availability of ownership and identity information� The exist-
ence of appropriate penalties for non-compliance with key obligations is an 
important tool for jurisdictions to effectively enforce the obligations to retain 
identity and ownership information�

111� The key enforcement provisions that apply on obligations to ensure 
the availability of ownership information are:

• Removal of a company by the Registrar from the register if the com-
pany fails to commence business within 12 months of incorporation, 
fails to submit an annual report, ceased its activities for 12 con-
secutive months, or if it has been absent at its registered address for 
6 consecutive months (s� 87(5), Companies Act)�
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• A company which fails to comply with the obligation to file notice of 
such transfer of shares is liable to payment of a late filing fee of LSL 5 
(EUR 0�37) for each day of failure to file such form (Schedule 7, 
Companies Regulations)�

• Any person that fails to provide any records as requested by the 
Registrar is liable to conviction to a fine of LSL 20 000 (EUR 1 481) 
or imprisonment for 3 years, or both (s� 87(12), Companies Act)�

• An accountable institution which, or a person who, fails to comply 
with any AML requirements commits and offence, and is liable on 
conviction to, in the case of a natural person, imprisonment for a 
period not exceeding 10 years, or a fine of not less than LSL 50 000 
(EUR 3 704) or both, and in the case of a legal person, a fine of not 
less than LSL 250 000 (EUR 18 519) (s� 26(3), MLPC Act)� In addi-
tion or in the alternative to the fine mentioned above, the Court may 
order suspension or revocation of a business license (s� 26(4), MLPC 
Act)�

• A person who fails to comply with the provisions of the Act commits 
an offence and where penalties are not provided for, such person 
shall be liable on conviction to a fine of not less that LSL 10 000 
(EUR 741) or to imprisonment for a period not less than 30 months, 
and, in the case of a juristic person, a fine not less than LSL 100 000 
(EUR 7 407) (s� 113, MLPC Act)�

• Any person who fail to file a return or document as required under 
the Income Tax Act, is guilty of an offence and liable on conviction 
to a fine not exceeding LSL 5 000 (EUR 370) or to imprisonment for 
a term not exceeding six months, or both (s� 175(1), Income Tax Act)� 
This applies to all companies, trusts and partnerships�

• Any partnership that does not register or submit updated information 
on its partners will have no legal status and cannot enforce any rights 
arising out of any contract made or entered on behalf of any unregis-
tered partnership (s� 28, Partnership Proclamation)

• Failure by any person to supply any of the information within the 
timeframe stipulated in the request by the Registrar-General under 
the Societies Act will result in an offence (s� 15) and liable to a fine 
up to LSL 200 (EUR 15) or imprisonment up to six months (s� 28)�

Conclusion
112� Enforcement provisions appear to be sufficient for domestic com-
panies, foreign companies, partnerships and societies� For trusts, there is 
no specific law that governs trusts but common law fiduciary duties may be 
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sufficient and enforcement provisions under tax and AML laws are sufficient 
to the extent where the trusts have taxable income or where AML-covered 
financial institutions or company service providers are involved in the 
administration of the trusts� The Phase 2 review will examine the effective-
ness of the enforcement provisions and its administration in practice�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place, but certain aspects of the legal implementation 
of the element need improvement.

Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

While there are no share warrants 
to bearer in circulation at present, 
the mechanisms in place may be 
insufficient to ensure the availability 
of identity information of all holders of 
share warrants.

Lesotho should take steps to ensure 
that robust mechanisms are in place 
to identify owners of share warrants to 
bearer or eliminate companies’ ability 
to issue such share warrants.

A.2. Accounting records

Jurisdictions should ensure that reliable accounting records are kept for all 
relevant entities and arrangements.

113� The Terms of Reference sets out the standards for the maintenance 
of reliable accounting records and the necessary accounting record retention 
period� They provide that reliable accounting records should be kept for all 
relevant entities and arrangements� To be reliable, accounting records should: 
(i) correctly explain all transactions; (ii) enable the financial position of the 
entity or arrangement to be determined with reasonable accuracy at any time; 
and (iii) allow financial statements to be prepared� Accounting records should 
further include underlying documentation, such as invoices, contracts, etc� 
Accounting records need to be kept for a minimum of five years�

General requirements (ToR A.2.1), Underlying documentation 
(ToR A.2.2) and 5-year retention standard (ToR A.2.3)

Companies
114� The Companies Act and Income Tax Act both provide obligations for 
companies to keep accounting records�
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115� Under the Companies Act, accounting records is listed as a manda-
tory item of the company records that all companies must maintain at its 
registered office or at some other place in Lesotho (s� 84(1))� All accounting 
records are to be kept in English or Sesotho, in written form or a form easily 
accessible and convertible into written form, and in Lesotho (s� 84(3), 96(3))� 
These requirements apply to all companies, domestic companies and external 
companies that carry on a business in Lesotho and are thus registered with 
the Registrar (s� 2(1))�

116� The requirements in Lesotho regarding accounting records are in line 
with the standard under A�2�1� Under the Companies Act, the board of the 
company must keep accounting records that (a) correctly reflect and explain 
the financial transactions of the company; (b) provide the financial position 
of the company at any time with reasonable accuracy; and (c) enable the 
accounts of the company to be readily available for audit purposes (s� 96(1))� 
“Accounts” is interpreted as annual financial statements (s� 2(1))�

117� The financial statements must be audited by a qualified auditor in 
accordance to the Companies Act (s� 97)� This obligation is imposed on all 
companies except for some private companies which have less than 10 share-
holders, is a single shareholding company, where none of the shareholders 
is a company or if majority of shareholders agree not to appoint an auditor 
(s� 98(3))� Notwithstanding, private companies are still subjected to the obliga-
tions applicable to all companies to keep detailed accounting records which 
must be readily available for inspection by any director or shareholder of the 
company� For all companies, the board of the company must prepare and file 
an annual report with the Registrar annually within three months of the anni-
versary date of its incorporation (s� 105(3))� Amongst other items, the annual 
report must contain all financial statements, the auditor’s report, where appli-
cable, and describe any change in accounting policies (s� 105(1))� Companies 
are also required under the Income Tax Act to submit the financial statements 
together with their tax returns which are to be filed by their nominated offic-
ers (s� 128 and Income Tax Return form)�

118� The detailed accounting records that must be kept by companies as 
provided under the Companies Act, complemented with the Income Tax Act, 
are in line with the standard under A�2�2 regarding underlying documenta-
tion� The accounting records of all companies must contain (a) entries of 
money received and money spent each day and the matters to which it relates; 
(b) a record of the assets and liabilities of the company; (c) if the company’s 
business involves dealing in goods, a record of physical stock held at the end 
of the financial year together with stock records if any during the year; and 
(d) if the company’s business involves providing services, a record of services 
provided and relevant invoices and documents (s� 96(2))� The Income Tax Act 
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also requires that all taxpayers maintain in Lesotho any records necessary 
for the accurate determination of the tax payable by the taxpayer (s� 169(1))�

119� Regarding the retention requirement for accounting records, Lesotho 
is in line with the standard under A�2�3� Companies are to keep accounting 
records required under the Companies Act for the last 10 completed financial 
years of the company, and copies of all accounts (annual financial statements) 
for the last 10 completed financial years of the company (s� 84(1)(i) and (j))�

120� The following enforcement provisions in the Companies Act and 
Income Tax Act help ensure the availability of accounting records:

Companies Act:
• The board of the company must ensure that financial statements 

are prepared annually and audited, or may otherwise be sued by its 
shareholders (s� 94)�

• Where a company fails to submit its regular annual report along with 
the financial statements (s� 108), the company may be removed from 
the register of companies (s� 87(5)), and/or subject to a penalty as may 
be determined by the Minister (S� 185(2))�

Income Tax Act:
• Failure to file a return or document required, and/or to maintain 

proper records in accordance with the requirements of the Income 
Tax Act is an offence and the nominated officer of the company 
would be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding LSL 10 000 
(EUR 741) or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years, 
or both (S� 176)�

121� In addition to the Companies Act, the Income Tax Act also contains 
accounting information obligations for all taxpayers, including companies, 
partnerships, trusts and foundations� As the provisions pertaining to account-
ing information under the Companies Act appear to be adequate for purposes 
of the standard, the provisions under the Income Tax Act will also be further 
analysed in the subsequent sections as regards to ensuring the availability of 
accounting information for partnerships, trusts and foundations�

Partnerships
122� The obligations under the Income Tax Act regarding the keeping of 
accounting information apply to all taxpayers including companies, part-
nerships and trusts� Some obligations for partnerships to keep accounting 
information are also provided under the Partnerships Proclamation of 1957�
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123� Under the Partnerships Proclamation, there are some general require-
ments for partnerships to keep accounting information� Partnerships are 
required to have information on each partner’s duties and degree of par-
ticipation in the partnership business, and sufficient information to draw up 
balance sheets within six months after the formation of the partnership and 
thereafter at annual intervals, accounts of the profits and losses, custody 
of partnership funds and the accounting and auditing of partnership books 
(s� 5(1)(i) to (o))� The balance sheets required are interpreted by Lesotho 
authorities as the financial statements� All partnerships, including non-res-
ident (foreign) partnerships, carrying on a business in Lesotho are required 
under the Income Tax Act to submit the financial statements together with 
their tax returns which are to be filed by their nominated officers (s� 128 and 
Income Tax Return form)�

124� The obligation to keep records is placed with the nominated officer 
of the partnership who is required to be resident where there are issues of 
non-residence by one or other partners (s� 211(1) and (2), Income Tax Act)� 
This implies that all accounting information on partnerships is to be kept in 
Lesotho�

125� The Income Tax Act also provides that records or evidence which 
are necessary for the accurate determination of tax payable by the taxpayer 
must be retained by the taxpayer for so long as they remain material in the 
administration of the Act (s� 169)� Guidance on the underlying documentation 
that has to be kept by partnerships and trusts is provided in the Explanatory 
Memorandum to the Income Tax Act� The “records” that has to be retained 
by all taxpayers is intended to be interpreted broadly covering all written 
documents which record and explain the transactions and other acts of the 
taxpayer that are relevant to the determination of the taxpayer’s liability� 
This not only includes records relevant to the ascertainment of the taxpayer’s 
chargeable income and tax credits, but also records relating to any election, 
estimate, determination, or calculation made by the taxpayer for the pur-
poses of the Income Tax Act� The records must be kept in a manner, which 
is sufficiently detailed and logically consistent so as to enable a person of 
reasonable competence to ascertain the taxpayer’s liability promptly, easily 
and quickly (s� 169 of the Explanatory Memorandum)� These requirements 
appear sufficient in meeting the standard under A�2�2 as Lesotho authorities 
have confirmed that the records would include detailed contacts and invoices 
that reflect all sums of money received and expended, all sales and purchases 
by the partnership and the assets and liability of the partnership�

126� The Partnership Proclamation does not have specific provisions on the 
length of time in which documents should be maintained� Notwith standing, 
under the Income Tax Act, information must be retained by taxpayer “for so 
long as they remain material in the administrations of the Act” (s� 169), which 
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would entail keeping information for a minimum of five years since the time 
limit for which any tax assessments can be made or amended is four years 
after the notice is served at the end of the year of assessment (s� 135)�

127� Similar to companies, there are enforcement provisions under the 
Income Tax Act where failure to file a return or document required, and/or to 
maintain proper records in accordance with the requirements of the Income 
Tax Act is an offence and the nominated officer of the company would be 
liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding LSL 10 000 (EUR 741) or to 
imprisonment for a term not exceeding two years, or both (S� 176)� There 
are no enforcement provisions for the obligations under the Partnerships 
Proclamation�

Trusts
128� The accounting record keeping obligations on companies and part-
nerships under the Income Tax Act similarly apply to trusts that carry on a 
business in Lesotho and have taxable income� In addressing the three elements 
under the standard (A�2�1, A�2�2 and A�2�3), this includes the requirements 
to prepare and submit financial statements along with the annual tax returns 
(s� 128), the type of “records” that must be maintained (s� 169) and for informa-
tion to be retained “for so long as they remain material in the administrations 
of the Act” (s� 169) which would entail keeping information for a minimum of 
five years since the time limit for which any tax assessments can be made or 
amended is four years after the notice is served at the end of the year of assess-
ment (s� 135)� The enforcement provisions for companies and partnerships 
under the Income Tax Act also apply to trusts (s� 176)� Under the Income Tax 
Act, all trusts that carry on a business in Lesotho and have taxable income are 
required to file a trust return of income (s� 81(7)) regardless whether income 
or loss has been made�

129� However, as analysed in A�1, there appears to be a gap in relying on 
the Income Tax Act to ensure the availability of accounting information� For 
trusts that do not ever receive taxable income, these trusts would not have 
been required to file a tax return and would not be subjected to the account-
ing record keeping obligations in the Income Tax Act� This would refer to 
trusts which receive only foreign-source income and has a non-resident 
settlor� Lesotho authorities have clarified that since Lesotho taxes on the 
worldwide income for its residents, the onus would be on the resident trustee 
to keep all relevant accounting information to prove that all the trust income 
does not accrue to him/her to avoid being taxed� However, there are no 
express provisions that ensure that all trusts that exist in Lesotho would have 
to be registered with the tax authorities regardless of its taxable status, and 
therefore subjected to all obligations of the Income Tax Act� As such, it is not 
clear if accounting record keeping obligations would be observed by trustees 
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of trusts that do not ever receive taxable income� Lesotho should ensure that 
all trusts in Lesotho maintain accounting records even where the trust is not 
carrying on business or is not subject to tax in Lesotho�

130� While there is no specific law for trusts, the obligation for the trustee 
to keep accounting records arises from common law requirements� Under 
common law, all trustees resident in Lesotho are subject to a broad fiduciary 
duty to the beneficiaries to keep proper records and accounts of their trus-
teeship� Lesotho authorities also advised that with regard to the accounting 
records that must be prepared or maintained as part of the trustees’ fiduciary 
duty, the accounting standards under the International Financial Reporting 
Standards that are applicable in Lesotho will apply� These standards are also 
espoused in the accounting record keeping obligations which companies are 
subjected to under the Companies Act, and which as assessed, meets the 
international standard in terms of the accounting information and underlying 
documentation to be kept, and the minimum retention period� The extent of 
such requirements could not be ascertained during the Phase 1 review� An 
in-depth assessment of the effectiveness of this common law regime will be 
considered as part of the Phase 2 review of Lesotho�

Societies
131� The Societies Act provides requirements for societies to keep 
“accounts relating to the assets and liabilities and income and expenditure” 
(s� 30(1)(d))� In addition, it may be reasonable to infer that societies must 
also keep this accounting information available at all times to be submitted 
whenever requested by the Registrar General for “such accounts, returns and 
other information as he may think fit” (s� 14(d), Societies Act)� Societies is 
also covered under the Income Tax Act definition of “companies” (s� 3(1)) 7 
and would be subjected to all record-keeping obligations under the Income 
Tax Act, which as analysed in the preceding sections, meet the requirements 
of the international standard�

Conclusion
132� The legal framework in Lesotho concerning the accounting record 
keeping obligations and the enforcement provisions appear to be sufficient 
to meet the standard to a large extent� Companies are subjected to rules suf-
ficiently laid out in the Companies Act, which is also supported by similar 
obligations under the Income Tax Act� Partnerships, trusts and foundations 
are subjected to all record-keeping obligations under the Income Tax Act, 

7� “Company” means a body corporate or unincorporate, whether created or recog-
nized under the law in force in Lesotho or elsewhere (s� 3(1), Income Tax Act)�
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including the requirement to keep underlying documentation and for infor-
mation to be retained for a minimum of five years� As analysed above, these 
obligations meet the requirements of the international standard� However, a 
gap exists as regards to trusts that do not receive taxable income in Lesotho, 
and thus not subjected to the obligations under the Income Tax Act and 
common law fiduciary duty by itself may not be sufficient to ensure the avail-
ability of accounting information�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place, but certain aspects of the legal implementation 
of the element need improvement.

Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

Only trusts that receive taxable 
income would be subjected to 
obligations under the Income Tax 
Act to keep accounting records. The 
availability of accounting information 
is not ensured for trusts that receive 
only foreign-source income and where 
the settlor is non-resident.

Lesotho should ensure the availability 
of accounting records of all trusts in 
Lesotho even where the trust is not 
carrying on business or is not subject 
to tax in Lesotho.

A.3 Banking Information

Banking information should be available for all account-holders. 

133� Access to banking information is of interest to the tax administration 
when the bank has useful and reliable information about its customers’ iden-
tity and the nature and amount of their financial transactions�

Record-keeping requirements (ToR A.3.1)
134� Lesotho has a small financial sector dominated by subsidiaries of 
South African financial institutions� There are four commercial banks in 
Lesotho� The Central Bank of Lesotho (CBL) is the regulatory and supervisory 
authority of all banks and administers the relevant laws for the establishment 
of banks and record-keeping obligations – Financial Institutions Act of 2012 
(“FI Act”) and the Central Bank Act of 2000�

135� Banking businesses in Lesotho or abroad by a local financial institu-
tion require a licence issued by the Commissioner under the FI Act (s� 5(1))� 
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Financial institutions refer to deposit-taking (banks) and non-deposit taking 
institutions (s� 2)� Failure to obtain a license and the carrying out of unau-
thorised business is an offence and the person (director or an officer of the 
body corporate) may be liable to a fine of LSL 20 000 (EUR 1 481) and/
or imprisonment for one year (s� 5)� To obtain a license, banks must also be 
incorporated as a public company under the Companies Act, are thereby 
also subjected to all registration and record-keeping requirements under the 
Companies Act (s� 5(2), FI Act)�

136� Accepting deposits from the public is only allowed in Lesotho if the 
person is licensed to do so under the FI Act (s� 11(4))� Any person who contra-
venes this provision commits an offence and shall, on conviction, be liable to 
a fine of LSL 40 000 (EUR 2 963) or to imprisonment for a term of two years� 
In the case of a body corporation, the term of imprisonment shall apply to 
any director, officer or person responsible for carrying out such unauthorised 
act (s� 11(6))�

137� Under the FI Act, banks are obligated to prepare financial statements 
in accordance to the internationally accepted accounting standards adopted 
by the accounting bodies in Lesotho (s� 39)� Record-keeping obligations by 
banks include:

• Accounting records exhibiting clearly and correctly the state of its 
business affairs, explaining its transactions and financial position 
so as to enable the commissioner to determine whether the financial 
institution has complied with all provisions of the FI Act (s� 40(2)(a)),

• Financial statements (s� 40(2)(b)),

• Records showing, for each customer, at least on a daily basis, particu-
lars of its transactions with or for the account of that customer, and 
the balance owing to or by that customer (s� 40(2)(c))�

• Keeping of records for a period at least 10 years after the completion 
of the transaction to which relates (s� 40(3)(b)),

• Records are to be at the principal office or other location of the finan-
cial institution in Lesotho (s� 40(2)(d)),

• Records which are kept by a third party must be easily accessible and 
available within three days ((s� 40(4))�

• Submit audited financial statements, balance sheet and profit and 
loss statements within three months after the end of a financial year 
(s� 41)� All financial statements to be signed by principal officers, 
directors, manager and next senior manager for local institutions and 
foreign institutions, whichever applies, to the Commissioner�
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138� All banks are also “accountable institutions” of the Money Laundering 
and Proceeds of Crime Act, 2008 (MLPC Act) and must adhere to the AML 
and KYC regulations in the MLPC Act and accompanying Money Laundering 
Notices� Financial Institutions as defined in the Financial Institution Act 1999 
(replaced by the Financial Institutions Act of 2012) must adhere to the Anti-Money 
Laundering requirements as specified in Part III of the Act (s� 2 (1) and part III)�

139� Under the MLPC Act, banks, when establishing a business relation-
ship, obtain information on the purpose and nature of the business relationship 
and, if the transaction is conducted by a natural person, adequately identify 
and verify his or her identity including information relating to the individual’s 
name, address and occupation and the national identity card or passport or 
other applicable official identifying document (s� 16(1))� In the case of a trans-
action conducted by a legal entity, banks should adequately identify and verify 
its legal existence and structure, including information relating to the cus-
tomer’s name, legal status, address and directors and the principal owners and 
beneficiaries and control structure of the entity� In addition the banks should 
establish the provisions regulating the power to bind the entity and verify that 
any person purporting to act on behalf of the customer is so authorised, and 
identify those persons (s� 16(1))�

140� The KYC procedures applicable to banks are further described in 
the Money Laundering (Accountable Institutions) Guidelines, Legal Notice 
no� 55 of 2013 (the AML Guidelines)� In accordance to the guidelines, banks 
should obtain and verify particulars of identity of trustees, nominees, or fidu-
ciaries and the underlying beneficiary on whose behalf a business transaction 
is entered into, and establish the purpose of which the transaction is entered 
into (s� 6(4)(b))� In addition, banks are obliged to obtain and verify the identity 
of a third party if the deposit is by, or on behalf of, a third party (s� 13)�

141� The Guidelines further specify that in the case where a business 
relationship is conducted through an account, banks shall obtain and verify 
the particulars of the identity of the customer or client at the time the banking 
of deposit account is opened� In cases where the business relationship is con-
ducted on a one-off basis, the bank shall obtain and verify the particulars of the 
identity of the customer or client at the time the transaction occurs, unless the 
deposit to, or by, the customer or client is less than LSL 20 000 (EUR 1 481)�

142� The AML Guidelines state that where verification of the customer’s 
or client’s identity is satisfactorily completed, further verification shall not be 
necessary when the customer or client subsequently undertakes transactions 
as long as regular contact with the customer or client is maintained (s12(1))� 
Nonetheless, the AML Guidelines specify that banks shall monitor its cus-
tomers or clients and their transactions on an on-going basis and observe the 
collection and verification of additional KYC information in relation to on-
going customer due diligence (s� 16(1))�
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143� Where evidence of a person’s identity is obtained in accordance with 
section 16 of the MLPC Act, a record that indicates the nature of the evidence 
obtained, and which comprises either a copy of the evidence or such informa-
tion as would enable a copy of it to be obtained shall be maintained by the 
banks (s� 17(1))� The obligation to maintain records is further described in the 
AML Guidelines where it is stated that banks shall keep and maintain records 
of its customers or clients’ business transactions that contain daily records of 
transactions, receipts, paying-in books, customer or client correspondence and 
cheques� Such records shall be kept for a minimum of 5 years from when the 
business transaction is conducted (s� 17(1))� In addition the AML Guidelines 
stipulate that an accountable institution shall ensure that documents used to 
verify the identity of the customer or client and documents or information 
used to verify the identity of the beneficial owners are kept (s� 17(3)(c))� The 
records should also include records of on-going monitoring, documents or 
information on correspondent banking relationships and documentation on 
reliance on third parties among other things (s� 17(3))� Such records should be 
kept by the accountable institution for a period of at least 5 years from the date 
the relevant business or transaction was completed, or termination of business 
relationship, whichever is the later (MLPC Act s� 17(4))�

144� Banks which fail to comply with any AML requirements commits an 
offence, and shall be liable on conviction to, in the case of a natural person, 
imprisonment for a period not exceeding 10 years, or a fine of not less than 
LSL 50 000 (EUR 3 704) or both, and in the case of a legal person, a fine 
of not less than LSL 250 000 (EUR 18 519) (s� 26(3))� In addition or in the 
alternative to the fine mentioned above the Court may order suspension or 
revocation of a business license (s� 26(4))�

Conclusion
145� The legal and regulatory framework in Lesotho requires the avail-
ability of banking information to the standard� Identity information on all 
account-holders is made available through specific provision in the FI Act 
and AML obligations and the availability of transaction records is primarily 
ensured by the FI Act as well as accounting and AML rules� The effective-
ness of sanctions and measures to enforce availability of banking information 
(including records of account files and business correspondence) will be 
considered in the Phase 2 review of Lesotho�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.
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B. Access to information

Overview

146� A variety of information may be needed in a tax enquiry and 
jurisdictions should have the authority to obtain all such information� This 
includes information held by banks and other financial institutions as well as 
information concerning the ownership of companies or the identity of interest 
holders in other persons or entities, such as partnerships and trusts, as well 
as accounting information in respect of all such entities� This section of the 
report examines whether Lesotho’s legal and regulatory framework gives the 
authorities access powers that cover the right types of persons and informa-
tion and whether rights and safeguards would be compatible with effective 
exchange of information�

147� The Lesotho competent authority has broad access powers to obtain 
and provide requested information held by persons within its territorial juris-
diction� All information gathering powers which can be used for domestic 
purposes can be used for EOI purposes regardless whether there is a domestic 
tax interest� Lesotho has in place enforcement provisions to compel the pro-
duction of information, including criminal sanctions and search and seizure 
power� Professional privilege under common law only protects communica-
tion produced for purposes of seeking or providing legal advice or use in 
existing or contemplated legal proceedings�

148� Lesotho’s law does not require the tax authorities to notify taxpay-
ers or third parties of an exchange of information request, or when the tax 
authority collects information from a third party to fulfil an exchange of 
information request� There are also no specific legal provisions allowing the 
taxpayer to appeal the exchange of information�

149� Overall, the legal and regulatory framework in Lesotho is in line 
with the international standard to allow the competent authority to access all 
information for EOI purposes�
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B.1. Competent Authority’s ability to obtain and provide information

Competent authorities should have the power to obtain and provide information that is the 
subject of a request under an exchange of information arrangement from any person within 
their territorial jurisdiction who is in possession or control of such information (irrespective 
of any legal obligation on such person to maintain the secrecy of the information).

150� The competent authority in Lesotho for EOI purposes is the Commis-
sioner General of the Lesotho Revenue Authority (LRA)� The Commissioner 
General has general administration of the Income Tax Act (s� 200(2))� The 
Commissioner General is the competent authority to gather and provide the 
requested information for EOI purposes� The Commissioner General has 
wide powers to do that including gathering information directly from the 
taxpayer, third persons and other government authorities�

Bank, ownership and identity information (ToR B.1.1) and 
Accounting records (ToR B.1.2)
151� The Commissioner General’s (or any authorised officer’s) informa-
tion gathering powers include the following:

• full and free access to any premises, place, book, record, or computer 
and to make an extract or copy at all times and without prior notice 
(s� 170(1)(a) and (b), ITA);

• seize and retain such information as above for purposes of enforce-
ment of the Income Tax Act (s� 170(c), ITA);

• be provided all assistance by any persons on the premises or place 
where the Commissioner General must exercise effective power to 
obtain or examine information (s� 170(3));

• issue a notice to require any person “whether a taxpayer or not”, to 
produce any document or record described in the notice (s� 171(1));

• issue a notice to require any person “whether taxpayer or not” to 
be examined under oath and give evidence regarding the tax affairs 
of that person or of any other person, as well as produce any book, 
record, or computer-stored information in their control (s� 171(2))�

152� While it is not expressly stated in the Income Tax Act, Lesotho 
authorities interpret that its information gathering powers under these two 
sections would be used by the Commissioner General to obtain information 
for EOI purposes� The powers under section 170 applies “in order to enforce 
the provisions of this Act”, thus permitting the Commissioner General to 
obtain information from any person� However, this language may be lim-
ited to Lesotho’s domestic tax purposes, given that the provision refers 
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specifically to “this Act”� Notwithstanding, section 171 provides for clearer 
and broader access by the Commissioner General to “by notice in writing, 
require any person, whether a taxpayer or not” to provide any information “as 
may be required by the notice” (s� 171(1), (2))� There is no restriction under 
section 171 that the powers are to be used with respect to enforcing the provi-
sions of “this Act”� The Explanatory Memorandum also confirms that this 
section “provides the Commissioner General with a general power to obtain 
information from any person”, and thus does not appear to limit the applica-
tion to only relevant persons, i�e� taxpayers, and for purposes of enforcing 
provisions of the Income Tax Act� While the law is silent on whether these 
powers under section 171 can be used for non-domestic tax purposes, the 
distinction made in section 170 “to enforce the provisions of this Act” infers 
that section 171 could thus be applied more broadly to cover all persons, 
regardless of any domestic tax purpose�

153� Lesotho authorities have also confirmed that these powers under sec-
tion 171 are to be applied if information is to be sought for EOI purpose under 
the avoidance of double taxation agreements entered into by the Government 
of Lesotho in accordance to s� 112(1) of the Income Tax Act� “Avoidance 
of double taxation agreement” is defined to include “an agreement with a 
foreign government providing for reciprocal administrative assistance in 
the enforcement of tax liabilities” (s� 112(4), Income Tax Act) which Lesotho 
authorities have applied in practice as including agreements that provide 
for exchange of information, such as TIEAs and other multilateral agree-
ments that may include provisions for EOI� It may be reasonable to read this 
as establishing a duty of the Commissioner General to use its information 
gathering powers to render such assistance for EOI under an applicable 
agreement, despite that the Income Tax Act is silent to this effect� Lesotho 
authorities also indicate that the Commissioner General’s broader information 
gathering powers under section 171 can be applied for EOI purposes in view 
of the treaty prevail rule that is elaborated in the Explanatory Memorandum 
to section 112 of the Income Tax Act that “the terms of any treaty (such as a 
double tax treaty) or international agreement to which Lesotho is a party…
prevail over the Order (Income Tax Act)”�

154� The Commissioner General’s information gathering powers under 
section 171 are therefore sufficiently broad and is accompanied by compul-
sory powers where any person who fails to comply with a notice is guilty 
of an offence and liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding LSL 5 000 
(EUR 370) and/or imprisonment for a term of up to six months (s� 183, 
Income Tax Act)� The application of these access powers in practice will be 
considered during the Phase 2 review�

155� Lesotho authorities have also confirmed that these powers under 
section 171 can be used for EOI and are applicable for directly obtaining 
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information from any persons who may have in their possession any informa-
tion that the Commissioner General may require� This includes information 
on all relevant entities for EOI regardless if they are subjected to tax� There is 
no specific information gathering powers intended solely for EOI� There are 
also no specific procedures or additional conditions for use of information 
gathering powers in respect of different types of information� Lesotho authori-
ties also indicate that all information is obtainable through the issuance of the 
notice by the Commissioner General� There are no other special procedures 
required under the law, such as application for a court order or warrant for 
obtaining information from any specific persons�

156� Additionally, the FIU is mandated to obtain information on all 
suspicious activities, including ownership and identity information� If tax 
matters are identified on the basis of its analysis, then the FIU will pass on 
such information to LRA� This is its mandate under anti-money laundering 
measures, which prescribe that the authority may transmit any information 
obtained where there was suspicion of commission of an offence and derived 
from such examination to the appropriate domestic or foreign law enforce-
ment authority or supervisory authorities if there are reasonable grounds to 
suspect relevance to an investigation (s� 12, MLPC Act)�

Use of information gathering measures absent domestic tax interest 
(ToR B.1.3)
157� The concept of “domestic tax interest” describes a situation where a 
contracting party can obtain and provide information to another contracting 
party only if it has an interest in the requested information for its own tax 
purposes�

158� The Income Tax Act provides the Commissioner General wide 
powers to directly obtain information from any person and is not restricted to 
information required for domestic purposes (s� 171)�

Compulsory powers (ToR B.1.4)
159� Jurisdictions should have in place effective enforcement provisions to 
compel the production of information� There are administrative and criminal 
sanctions available to the Commissioner General in case of non-compliance 
with the obligation to provide the requested information�

160� As indicated under B�1�1, the Commissioner General can summon 
any person to provide the information and/or to be examined under oath 
to provide evidence regarding the tax affairs of that person or of any other 
person, as well as produce any book, record, or computer-stored informa-
tion in their control (s� 171, ITA)� Failure by these persons to co-operate 
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with the Commissioner General would result in a penalty fine of LSL 5 000 
(EUR 370) and/or imprisonment of up to six months (s� 182, 183, ITA)�

161� Whilst the law does not require a search warrant, Lesotho authorities 
indicate that, in practice, the Lesotho Revenue Authority applies for such 
where the search for information covers residential premises of any person� 
This practice was adopted after referencing case law in South Africa 8, and 
to ensure that Lesotho authorities do not encounter any resistance by the 
persons holding the information who may cite constitutional rights� The 
Lesotho Constitution permits any search or seizure if it is necessary in a 
practical sense in a democratic society (s� 10(3))� To pre-empt any challenge 
on its powers provided in the Income Tax Act (s� 170), the Lesotho Revenue 
Authority has taken a deliberate policy decision that a search warrant would 
be obtained to carry out searches� Lesotho authorities are in the process of 
preparing draft legislation to amend the Income Tax Act to be in line with the 
Constitution� The Phase 2 assessment will examine if the legislation is in line 
with the standard and the practical impact, if any, of this additional procedure 
to obtain a search warrant when search for information covers residential 
premises of any person�

Secrecy provisions (ToR B.1.5)
162� Jurisdictions should not decline on the basis of secrecy provisions 
(e�g� bank secrecy, corporate secrecy) to respond to a request for information 
made pursuant to an exchange of information mechanism�

Bank secrecy
163� Lesotho’s law provides for bank secrecy in respect of all information 
of “non-public nature” including that of any banks’ clients (s� 29, FI Act), 
which may be interpreted to include information concerning the identity, 
accounts, deposits and transactions of banks’ clients� Contravention of this 
section carries with it a fine of LSL 40 000 (EUR 2 963) and/or imprison-
ment of two years (s� 29(3))� A general penalty not exceeding LSL 500 000 
(EUR 37 037) and an additional daily penalty of not less than LSL 5 000 
(EUR 370) for a continuing offence, may also apply for any contravention of 
the provisions of the FI Act (s� 40)� Notwithstanding, the exception when such 

8� Cases in South Africa followed the Canadian approach where in Hunter v 
Southam Inc [1984] 2 S�C�R 145, the Court held that prior authorisation by an 
impartial and neutral person who is able to assess the evidence as to whether 
there is cause for the search in an objective manner is a necessary requirement 
for any search and seizure to be reasonable in a free and democratic society�
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protected information can be provided is when “lawfully required to do so…
under the provision of any Act” (s� 29(1))�

164� In view of the exceptions to the bank secrecy provisions under the 
FI Act (s� 29(1)), the Lesotho authorities have confirmed that the competent 
authority, the Commissioner General of the LRA, can access all protected 
information since its access powers under the ITA imposes the obligation 
on all persons, including banks, to produce the required information upon 
receipt of the notice from the Commissioner General (as discussed in sec-
tions B�1�1 and B�1�2 above)�

Professional privilege
165� The international standard allows the requested jurisdiction to decline 
to disclose information that constitutes confidential communication between 
a client and his/her admitted legal representative for the purpose of providing 
legal advice or for the purposes of existing or contemplated legal proceed-
ings� This means that the protected information (i) should not be meant to 
be disclosed to any third persons, (ii) must have been obtained by the legal 
representative only when acting as a legal representative (and not in his/her 
other capacity such as a nominee shareholder, a trustee, a settlor, a company 
director or under a power of attorney to represent the company in its busi-
ness affairs) and (iii) does not include purely factual information such as the 
identity of a director or beneficial owner of a company�

166� The Legal Practitioners Act of 1983 and the Accountants Act of 1977 
govern legal professionals (which include lawyers, notaries and conveyanc-
ers) and accountants in the Kingdom of Lesotho, respectively� These laws are 
silent on client privileges and duties of confidentiality� The general common 
law principle applies where a person cannot be required to provide informa-
tion or produce documents to which a claim to privilege could be maintained 
in legal proceedings� This principle is also incorporated in the MLPC Act 
that preserves the common law privilege of communication between a legal 
practitioner and a client concerning communication made in confidence 
between them for purposes of legal advice or litigation that is contemplated 
or has commenced�

167� Tax laws do not impose any restriction on the powers of the Commis-
sioner General to obtain information from any of the legal professionals or 
accountants, and the Lesotho authorities state that it can obtain information 
from lawyers when they are not acting in their professional capacity� There 
is no case law in Lesotho on this issue but as Lesotho’s legal system takes 
reference from South African case law, it should be noted that South Africa 
recognises the common law principle of legal professional privilege as a just 
cause to refuse to comply with a request to produce information to the tax 
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authorities� 9 There are four essential requirements that have to be met before 
legal professional privilege may be successfully claimed: 10

• the communications that are sought to be protected must have been 
made to a legal adviser acting in a professional capacity;

• the information must have been supplied in confidence;

• the information must have been supplied for the purpose of pending 
litigation or for the purpose of obtaining legal advice; and

• the client must claim the privilege�

168� These requirements are in accordance with the international stand-
ard� Case law shows that the mere fact that an attorney is in possession of 
confidential information does not create a legal professional privilege, as 
the attorney was not consulted to obtain legal advice� 11 Privilege is also not 
extended to other professional relationship, such as journalists, insurers, and 
doctors� 12

Conclusion
169� The Lesotho competent authority has broad access powers to obtain 
and provide requested information held by persons within its territorial juris-
diction� All information gathering powers which can be used for domestic 
purposes can be used for EOI purposes regardless whether there is a domestic 
tax interest� Lesotho has in place enforcement provisions to compel the pro-
duction of information, including criminal sanctions and search and seizure 
powers� Professional privilege under common law protects communication 
produced for purposes of seeking or providing legal advice or use in existing 
or contemplated legal proceedings�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

9� As analysed by the Global Forum in the peer review report on South Africa�
10� Schwikkard and Van der Merwe, Law of Evidence (2009) at 135-6�
11� R v Davies 1956 (3) SA 52 (A)�
12� S v Cornelissen 1994 (2) SACR 41 (W); Howe v Mabuya 1961 (2) SA 635 (D); 

Botha v Botha 1972 (2) SA 559 (N)�
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B.2. Notification requirements and rights and safeguards

The rights and safeguards (e.g. notification, appeal rights) that apply to persons in the 
requested jurisdiction should be compatible with effective exchange of information.

Not unduly prevent or delay exchange of information (ToR B.2.1)
170� Rights and safeguards should not unduly prevent or delay effec-
tive exchange of information� For instance, notification rules should permit 
exceptions from notification of the taxpayer concerned prior to the exchange 
of information requested (e�g� in cases in which the information request is of 
a very urgent nature or the notification is likely to undermine the chance of 
success of the investigation conducted by the requesting jurisdiction)�

171� Lesotho’s law does not require the tax authorities to notify taxpay-
ers or third parties of an exchange of information request, or when the tax 
authority collects information from a third party to fulfil an exchange of 
information request� There are also no specific legal provisions allowing the 
taxpayer to appeal the exchange of information�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.
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C. Exchange of information

Overview

172� Jurisdictions generally cannot exchange information for tax pur-
poses unless they have a legal basis or mechanism for doing so� In Lesotho, 
the legal authority to exchange information is derived from double taxation 
conventions (DTCs) and TIEAs� This section of the report examines whether 
Lesotho has a network of information exchange that would allow it to achieve 
effective exchange of information in practice�

173� Lesotho has in total 14 EOI relationships through 7 bilateral agree-
ments – 5 DTAs, 2 TIEAs, and with 7 other partners through the African 
Tax Administration Forum Agreement on Mutual Assistance in Tax Matters 
(“AMATM”) and the Southern African Development Community Agreement 
on Assistance in Tax Matters (“SADC Agreement”)� Regarding these multi-
lateral agreements, there are 5 EOI relationships based solely on the SADC 
Agreement, 1 EOI relationship based solely on the AMATM and 1 EOI rela-
tionship based on both the SADC Agreement and AMATM� All DTAs and 
TIEAs are in force except for 2 DTAs with Botswana and Seychelles which 
are pending approvals for the signing of re-negotiated versions� Lesotho has 
deposited its instrument of ratification in respect of the AMATM and SADC 
Agreement, which are not yet in force, as they both first require a specific 
threshold number of member states of the African Tax Administration 
Forum and the South African Development Community to have ratified the 
agreement� All of Lesotho’s EOI mechanisms are in line with the standard, 
including the earlier signed DTA with Botswana, but not the earlier signed 
DTA with Seychelles which has recently been re-negotiated and is pending 
signature� Lesotho should ensure it expeditiously ratifies all EOI agreements 
and brings the DTA with the Seychelles to the standard�

174� Lesotho’s EOI network covers all of its relevant partners� Never the-
less, Lesotho should continue its programme of updating its older agreements 
and entering into new agreements with all relevant partners, meaning those 
partners who expressed interest in entering into an EOI arrangement with 
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Lesotho� During the course of the assessment, no jurisdiction advised that 
Lesotho had refused to enter into negotiations or conclude an EOI agreement�

175� All of Lesotho’s EOI agreements have confidentiality provisions 
to ensure that the information exchanged will be disclosed only to persons 
authorised by the agreements� All EOI agreements also ensure that the con-
tracting parties are not obliged to provide information which is subject to 
legal professional privilege� The term “professional secret” is not defined in 
the EOI agreements but as described under B�1�5, professional privilege in 
Lesotho is covered under common law, which is in line with the standard�

176� The Commissioner General of the LRA is designated as the com-
petent authority for EOI purposes� There are no specific legal or regulatory 
requirements in place that would prevent Lesotho from responding to a 
request for information by providing the information requested or providing 
a status update within 90 days of receipt of the request�

C.1. Exchange of information mechanisms

Exchange of information mechanisms should allow for effective exchange of information.

177� The international agreements providing for EOI have to be signed 
by the Minister of Finance, ratified by the Minister of Foreign Affairs and 
then tabled before Parliament in order to enter into force� Where any ratified 
international agreement conflicts with domestic law, the terms of the inter-
national agreement prevails over domestic law (s� 112, ITA Explanatory 
Memorandum)�

178� Lesotho has in total 14 EOI relationships� These relationships are 
based on nine signed agreements – five DTAs, two TIEAs, AMATM and 
SADC Agreement� Of these, three DTAs and two TIEAs are in force� Lesotho 
has completed all domestic procedures to ratify all agreements except for two 
DTAs which have re-negotiated versions that are pending approvals for the 
signing� Lesotho signed the AMATM and the SADC Agreement on 15 May 
2014 and 18 August 2012 respectively� Lesotho has ratified these two agree-
ments and deposited the instruments of ratification but these agreements 
are not yet in force as each first requires a specific threshold number of the 
respective member states of the African Tax Administration Forum and the 
South African Development Community to have ratified the agreement� The 
AMATM requires five member states and the SADC Agreement requires 
two-thirds of the SADC member states�

179� The Lesotho authorities have an ongoing programme of conclud-
ing new EOI agreements and revising agreements where necessary in order 
to bring them up to standard� The older DTAs in force with Mauritius, 
South Africa and the United Kingdom, have been re-negotiated in 2014 and 
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awaiting finalisation or approvals for their signing� The other two DTAs with 
Botswana and Seychelles, while signed earlier in 2010 and 2011, were not 
ratified and were further updated in December 2014 with text mirroring the 
OECD Model Convention and to ensure it is clearly in line with the interna-
tional standard� The earlier signed DTA with Botswana was in line with the 
standard� Processes are underway to obtain Cabinet approvals for the signing� 
DTA negotiations with two further jurisdictions – Malawi and Swaziland, 
were recently concluded in 2014 and are awaiting Cabinet approvals for the 
signing�

Foreseeably relevant standard (ToR C.1.1)
180� The international standard for exchange of information envisages 
information exchange upon request to the widest possible extent, but does not 
allow “fishing expeditions,” i�e� speculative requests for information that have 
no apparent nexus to an open inquiry or investigation� The balance between 
these two competing considerations is captured in the standard of “foresee-
able relevance” which is included in Article 26(1) of the OECD Model Tax 
Convention and Article 1 of the OECD Model TIEA�

The competent authorities of the contracting states shall exchange 
such information as is foreseeably relevant to the carrying out the 
provisions of this Convention or to the administration or enforce-
ment of the domestic laws concerning taxes of every kind and 
description imposed on behalf of the contracting states or their 
political subdivisions or local authorities in so far as the taxation 
thereunder is not contrary to the Convention� The exchange of 
information is not restricted by Articles 1 and 2�

181� All of Lesotho’s DTAs and TIEAs provide for exchange of informa-
tion that is “foreseeably relevant” or “necessary” to the administration and 
enforcement of the domestic laws of the contracting parties concerning taxes 
covered in the DTAs� This scope is set out in the EOI Article in the relevant 
DTAs and is consistent with the international standard� 13

182� The 1997 Lesotho-UK DTA and the 1997 Lesotho-Mauritius DTA 
provide for EOI as is necessary for carrying out the provisions of the Conven-
tion and “…in particular” to prevent fraud or evasion/legal avoidance� This 
scope has been interpreted by Lesotho as being wide enough to allow for EOI 
in line with the “foreseeably relevant” standard� The wording in the 1995 

13� The OECD Model Tax Convention on Income and on Capital recognises in its 
commentary to Article 26 (Exchange of Information) that the terms “necessary” 
and “relevant” allow the same scope of exchange of information as does the term 
“foreseeably relevant”�
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Lesotho-South Africa DTA as regards “foreseeably relevant” is in line with 
the standard� Notwithstanding, as these DTAs were signed before 2000 and 
therefore contain old text, Lesotho has since renegotiated all three DTAs to 
reflect language that is clearly in line with the international standard� Internal 
procedures are underway to finalise and prepare for the signing and ratifica-
tion of these agreements�

183� The Protocol amending the DTA with Seychelles, which was signed 
on the same date as the DTA, contains in paragraph 6 a provision that bank 
records will be exchanged only if the request identifies both a specific tax-
payer and a specific bank� This provision is not in line with Article 26 of the 
OECD Model Tax Convention� Lesotho and Seychelles have since agreed 
to replace the Protocol with a version of Article 26 that mirrors that of the 
OECD Model Tax Convention that would therefore bring the DTA in line 
with the international standard� Lesotho is in the process of obtaining internal 
approvals to sign the amending Protocol�

184� It is noted that in the TIEAs with both the Bailiwick of Guernsey 
(Guernsey) and the Isle of Man, it includes qualifying language that the 
requested jurisdiction shall use “at its own discretion” all relevant informa-
tion gathering measures “necessary” to provide the information requested� 
Lesotho authorities have confirmed that this slight deviation from the text in 
the OECD Model TIEA is aligned with the international standard�

185� Article 1 of the TIEAs with Guernsey and the Isle of Man contain 
a deviation from the OECD Model TIEA where the TIEAs provide that the 
requested party is not obliged “to provide information which is neither held 
by its authorities nor in the possession of or obtainable by persons who are 
within its territorial jurisdiction”� These provisions use the words “obtainable 
by” instead of the expression “in control of” used in Article 2 of the OECD 
Model TIEA� The Lesotho authorities consider that the term “obtainable by” 
does not reduce EOI and actually may widen its effectiveness� This interpre-
tation is also consistent with that of Guernsey’s as noted in Guernsey’s peer 
review report� The interpretation and implementation of those provisions will 
be monitored in Phase 2 of the review process�

186� Under the TIEAs with Guernsey and the Isle of Man, the requesting 
jurisdiction has to provide, in addition to the requirements for a request set 
out in Article 5(5) of the OECD Model TIEA:

• “the reasons for believing that the information requested is foresee-
ably relevant to tax administration and enforcement of the requesting 
Party, with respect to the person identified in subparagraph (a) of this 
paragraph”; and

• “the period for which the information is requested”�
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187� Further, under the TIEA with Guernsey, it is not explicitly indi-
cated that the purpose of the list of items that has to be included in the EOI 
request is to demonstrate foreseeable relevance� It does not appear that this 
exclusion or the above additional requirements may be inconsistent with the 
international standard� Nonetheless, the Phase 2 assessment will examine the 
practical implication�

Conclusion
188� Despite some deviations from the text in the OECD Model Tax 
Convention and TIEA, six of the seven DTAs and TIEAs signed by Lesotho 
are in line with the standard with regard to the foreseeable relevance stand-
ard� The Phase 2 review will assess if there are any practical issues arising 
from the interpretation of the provisions in these agreements� The DTA with 
the Seychelles is not in line with the international standard� Lesotho and the 
Seychelles have concluded the negotiations of a revised Protocol in 2014 that 
meets the international standard and Lesotho is in the process of obtaining 
internal approvals to sign the amending Protocol� Lesotho is recommended 
to conclude internal procedures and sign the Protocol with the Seychelles 
expeditiously to bring the DTA to the standard�

In respect of all persons (ToR C.1.2)
189� For exchange of information to be effective it is necessary that a 
jurisdiction’s obligation to provide information is not restricted by the resi-
dence or nationality of the person to whom the information relates or by the 
residence or nationality of the person in possession or control of the infor-
mation requested� For this reason, the international standard envisages that 
exchange of information mechanisms will provide for exchange of informa-
tion in respect of all persons�

190� All of Lesotho’s five DTAs except the DTA with the United Kingdom 
explicitly provide that the EOI provision is not restricted by Article 1 (Persons 
Covered)� However, as the domestic laws are applicable to non-residents as 
well as to residents, Lesotho has advised that it interprets the EOI provision 
to allow exchange of information with respect to all persons� Lesotho has 
also confirmed that the updated text of the Lesotho-United Kingdom DTA, 
which has been concluded and initialled on 6 February 2014, mirrors that of 
the OECD Model Tax Convention where the EOI provision is explicitly not 
restricted by Article 1, therefore eliminating any ambiguity that EOI between 
Lesotho and the United Kingdom is not in respect of all persons�

191� In respect of the two TIEAs signed by Lesotho, they contain the same 
provision to Article 2 of the OECD Model TIEA� The AMATM and SADC 
Agreement both provide for exchange of information in respect of all persons�
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Obligation to exchange all types of information (ToR C.1.3)
192� Jurisdictions cannot engage in effective exchange of information if 
they cannot exchange information held by financial institutions, nominees 
or persons acting in an agency or a fiduciary capacity� The OECD Model 
Tax Convention and the Model TIEA, which are authoritative sources of the 
standards, stipulate that bank secrecy cannot form the basis for declining a 
request to provide information and that a request for information cannot be 
declined solely because the information is held by nominees or persons acting 
in an agency or fiduciary capacity or because the information relates to an 
ownership interest�

193� Out of Lesotho’s five DTAs:

• The DTAs with Botswana, Mauritius, South Africa and the United 
Kingdom do not contain language akin to the Article 26(5) of the 
OECD Model Tax Convention providing for the obligations of the 
contracting parties to exchange information held by financial institu-
tions, nominees, agents and ownership and identity information;

• The DTA with Seychelles contain language akin to Article 26(5) of 
the OECD Model Tax Convention;

• None of the DTAs signed by Lesotho prohibits exchange of infor-
mation held by banks, nominees or persons acting in an agency or 
fiduciary capacity or because the information relates to an ownership 
interest�

194� For the four DTAs that do not contain language akin to Article 26(5) 
of the OECD Model Tax Convention, the absence of this language does not 
automatically create restrictions on exchange of bank information� The com-
mentary to Article 26(5) indicates that while paragraph 5, added to the Model 
Tax Convention in 2005, represents a change in the structure of the Article, 
it should not be interpreted as suggesting that the previous version of the 
Article did not authorise the exchange of such information�

195� As neither Lesotho nor the four DTA partners 14 have domestic law 
limitations on access to bank information, the presence or absence in those 
agreements of a provision in line with Article 26(5) of the OECD Model Tax 
Convention does not result in them being inconsistent with the international 
standard for EOI�

14� Botswana, Mauritius, South Africa and the United Kingdom have been reviewed 
by the Global Forum and none of them have a domestic law limitation on access 
to bank information�
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196� Both TIEAs, AMATM and the SADC Agreement concluded by Lesotho 
contain a provision similar to Article 5(4) of the OECD Model TIEA, which 
ensures that the requested jurisdiction shall not decline to supply the infor-
mation requested solely because it is held by a financial institution, nominee 
or person acting in an agency or a fiduciary capacity, or because it relates to 
ownership interests in a person�

Absence of domestic tax interest (ToR C.1.4)
197� The concept of “domestic tax interest” describes a situation where a 
contracting party can only provide information to another contracting party 
if it has an interest in the requested information for its own tax purposes� An 
inability to provide information based on a domestic tax interest requirement 
is not consistent with the international standard� Contracting parties must use 
their information gathering measures even though invoked solely to obtain 
and provide information to the other contracting party�

198� Out of Lesotho’s five DTAs:

• The DTAs with Botswana, Mauritius, South Africa and the United 
Kingdom do not contain provisions similar to Article 26(4) of the 
OECD Model Tax Convention, which oblige the contracting parties 
to use their information gathering measures to obtain and provide 
information to the requesting jurisdiction even in cases where the 
requested party does not have a domestic interest in the requested 
information;

• The DTA with Seychelles contain language akin to Article 26(4) of 
the OECD Model Tax Convention;

199� There are no domestic tax interest restrictions on Lesotho’s powers 
to access information for EOI purposes (see Section B above)� As such, the 
exchange of information in the absence of domestic interest in respect of the 
four DTAs will be subject to reciprocity and will depend on the domestic 
limitations (if any) in the laws of some of these partners� As neither Lesotho 
nor any of the four DTA partners require a domestic tax interest in order to 
exchange information 15, the presence or absence in those agreements of a 
provision in line with Article 26(4) of the OECD Model Tax Convention does 
not result in them being inconsistent with the international standard for EOI�

15� Botswana, Mauritius, South Africa and the United Kingdom have been reviewed 
by the Global Forum and none of them require a domestic tax interest to 
exchange information�
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Absence of dual criminality principles (ToR C.1.5)
200� The principle of dual criminality provides that assistance can only be 
provided if the conduct being investigated (and giving rise to an information 
request) would constitute a crime under the laws of the requested jurisdic-
tion if it had occurred in the requested jurisdiction� In order to be effective, 
exchange of information should not be constrained by the application of the 
dual criminality principle�

201� There are no such limiting provisions in any of Lesotho’s EOI instru-
ments which would indicate that there is dual criminality principle to be 
applied�

Exchange of information in both civil and criminal tax matters 
(ToR C.1.6)
202� Information exchange may be requested both for tax administration 
purposes and for tax prosecution purposes� The international standard is not 
limited to information exchange in criminal tax matters but extends to infor-
mation requested for tax administration purposes (also referred to as “civil 
tax matters”)�

203� All of Lesotho’s EOI instruments provide for exchange of informa-
tion in both civil and criminal tax matters�

Provide information in specific form requested (ToR C.1.7)
204� In some cases, a contracting party may need to receive information in 
a particular form to satisfy its evidentiary or other legal requirements� Such 
formats may include depositions of witnesses and authenticated copies of 
original records� Contracting parties should endeavour as far as possible to 
accommodate such requests� The requested party may decline to provide the 
information in the specific form requested if, for instance, the requested form 
is not known or permitted under its law administrative practice� A refusal to 
provide the information in the form requested does not affect the obligation 
to provide the information�

205� All of Lesotho’s EOI instruments do not restrict the provision of 
information in specific form requested (including depositions of witnesses 
and production of authenticated copies of original documents) to the extent 
allowable under Lesotho’s domestic laws�
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In force (ToR C.1.8)
206� Exchange of information cannot take place unless a jurisdiction has 
exchange of information arrangements in force� The international standard 
requires that jurisdictions must take all steps necessary to bring agreements 
that have been signed into force expeditiously�

207� As regards concluding and ratification of treaties, Lesotho authori-
ties have advised that Lesotho takes guidance from the British Constitution 
procedure which involves the exercise of the Royal Prerogative Power� The 
following practice that is described is laid out in a “Treaty-Making Practice” 
which is adhered to by all government authorities� This aspect of common 
law has been inherited by Lesotho and by implication, the negotiation, sign-
ing and ratification or accession to treaties is considered “executive acts”� 
With respect to EOI agreements, after the draft agreement has been con-
cluded between Lesotho and a foreign government, the Ministry of Finance 
prepares a cabinet memorandum seeking approval from the Cabinet to sign 
the agreement� Once the agreement is signed, approval is thereafter sought 
from the sovereign, in whom the “executive authority” is vested as per the 
Constitution of the Kingdom of Lesotho (s� 86) to ratify the agreement� 
Once the sovereign approves, the “Instrument of Ratification” is issued and 
the EOI agreement is considered ratified� Before the EOI agreement enters 
into force in Lesotho, it must be “domesticated” by an Act of Parliament� 
Lesotho authorities have advised that in order to shorten the process by 
which the treaty would have to be debated in parliament in the form of a Bill, 
the Lesotho Cabinet has taken a decision that all treaties would be tabled 
before Parliament for “notice and information only”� This process gives the 
Parliament an opportunity to highlight any relevant considerations before the 
EOI agreement enters into force in Lesotho� Following this parliamentary 
process, the EOI agreement is considered ready to enter into force in Lesotho� 
The “domestication process” then commences with publishing a Legal Notice 
to inform the general public of Lesotho about the new EOI agreement and the 
date on which it enters into force�

208� Five of Lesotho’s seven bilateral EOI agreements are in force� These 
are the three older DTAs with Mauritius, South Africa and the United 
Kingdom, all of which have been re-negotiated in 2014 and awaiting finalisa-
tion or signature� The two TIEAs with Guernsey and the Isle of Man were 
signed in July and September 2013, respectively, and entered into force on 
3 January 2015� The two DTAs that are not in force are with Botswana and 
Seychelles� While signed earlier in 2010 and 2011, these agreements were 
further updated in December 2014 with text mirroring the OECD Model 
Convention and to ensure it is clearly in line with the international standard� 
Processes are underway to obtain Cabinet approvals for signing� The ear-
lier signed agreements with Mauritius, South Africa, United Kingdom and 
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Botswana are in line with the standard� Lesotho authorities have advised that 
some delays are encountered in signing and ratifying of agreements due to 
administrative constraints in Lesotho which involves different offices within 
the government relaying responsibilities and awaiting feedback� Lesotho is 
recommended to ensure it ratifies and bring into force its EOI agreements as 
quickly as possible�

209� The AMATM and SADC Agreement, while both signed and ratified 
by Lesotho, have not entered into force as they require a specific threshold 
of member states of the African Tax Administration Forum and the South 
African Development Community to have ratified before the agreements can 
enter into force�

Be given effect through domestic law (ToR C.1.9)
210� For exchange of information to be effective, the contracting par-
ties must enact any legislation necessary to comply with the terms of the 
agreement�

211� As discussed in section B, Lesotho has the legislative and regulatory 
framework in place to give effect to its agreements�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

C.2. Exchange of information mechanisms with all relevant partners

The jurisdictions’ network of information exchange mechanisms should cover 
all relevant partners.

212� Ultimately, the international standard requires that jurisdictions 
exchange information with all relevant partners, meaning those partners 
who are interested in entering into an information exchange arrangement� 
Agreements cannot be concluded only with counterparties without economic 
significance� If it appears that a jurisdiction is refusing to enter into agree-
ments or negotiations with partners, in particular ones that have a reasonable 
expectation of requiring information from that jurisdiction in order to prop-
erly administer and enforce its tax laws it may indicate a lack of commitment 
to implement the standards�

213� Lesotho has an EOI network covering 14 jurisdictions through five 
DTAs, two TIEAs, the AMATM and SADC Agreement that also provide for 
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the exchange of information� Lesotho’s EOI network covers significant part-
ners, including South Africa – its most significant trading partner; and several 
jurisdictions in the region through the AMATM and SADC Agreement�

214� Ultimately, the international standard requires jurisdictions to exchange 
information with their relevant partners, meaning those partners who are 
interested in entering into an exchange of information agreement� During 
the course of the assessment, no jurisdiction has advised that Lesotho had 
refused to enter into negotiations or conclude an EOI agreement�

215� Lesotho has in place an on-going negotiation programme that 
includes plans for renegotiation of older EOI agreements to update the text 
to be consistent with the OECD Model Tax Convention� Lesotho has also 
advised that it has recently further concluded DTA negotiations with regional 
partners such as Malawi and Swaziland and the DTAs are awaiting approvals 
for signing� Negotiations are also underway with Namibia and Malaysia� In 
addition, Lesotho has also signed on to the two multilateral agreements – 
AMATM and SADC Agreement, which after it enters into force, will enable 
Lesotho to exchange with a larger number of jurisdictions in its region�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

Lesotho should continue to develop its 
EOI network to the standard with all 
relevant partners.

C.3. Confidentiality

The jurisdictions’ mechanisms for exchange of information should have adequate 
provisions to ensure the confidentiality of information received.

Information received: disclosure, use, and safeguards (ToR C.3.1)
216� Governments would not engage in information exchange without the 
assurance that the information provided would only be used for the purposes 
permitted under the exchange mechanism and that its confidentiality would 
be preserved� Information exchange instruments must therefore contain 
confidentiality provisions that spell out specifically to whom the information 
can be disclosed and the purposes for which the information can be used� 
In addition to the protections afforded by the confidentiality provisions of 
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information exchange instruments, jurisdictions with tax systems generally 
impose strict confidentiality requirements on information collected for tax 
purposes�

International treaties
217� All of Lesotho’s EOI agreements have confidentiality provisions 
to ensure that the information exchanged will be disclosed only to persons 
authorised by the agreements�

218� While the articles in Lesotho’s DTAs may vary slightly in wording, 
these provisions contain all of the essential aspects of Article 26(2) of the 
OECD Model Tax Convention� Only the DTA with the United Kingdom 
does not refer to the confidentiality provision of the domestic laws of the 
Contracting States� In the case of Lesotho, this does not prevent the enforce-
ment of the confidentiality duty since information received from partner 
jurisdictions are received on the basis of an international agreement signed 
in application of the Income Tax Act, and therefore the domestic provision 
assessed below will apply�

219� Both Lesotho’s TIEAs have confidentiality provisions modelled on 
Article 8 of the OECD Model TIEA� Confidentiality of the provided informa-
tion in line with the standard is also provided for in Article 8 of the AMATM 
and Article 8 of the SADC Agreement�

Lesotho’s domestic law
220� Under Lesotho’s Income Tax Act, all officers of the LRA must first 
take an oath of secrecy before taking up their duties at the tax administration� 
All officers must preserve secrecy with regard to all information that come 
to their knowledge while in an official capacity or in the performance of their 
duties� Officers must also not communicate such information to any other 
person except in the performance of their duties under the Income Tax Act 
(s� 202(1))� Sanctions apply if there are offences related to secrecy and persons 
convicted are liable to a fine of up to LSL 5 000 (EUR 370) and/or imprison-
ment of up to six months (s� 186)�

221� The Income Tax Act permits the disclosure of information “when the 
competent authority of the government of a country with which an agreement 
for the avoidance of double taxation exists, to the extent permitted under 
that agreement” (s� 202(3)(c))� The conditions to permitting the disclosure of 
information to other competent authorities are deferred to the provisions in 
Lesotho’s EOI agreements which would take full legal effect� This is in line 
with the international standard�
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All other information exchanged (ToR C.3.2)
222� The confidentiality provisions in Lesotho’s exchange of information 
agreements and domestic law do not draw a distinction between information 
received in response to requests or information forming part of the requests 
themselves� As such, these provisions apply equally to all requests for such 
information, background documents to such requests, and any other docu-
ment reflecting such information, including communications between the 
requesting and requested jurisdictions and communications within the tax 
authorities of either jurisdiction�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

C.4. Rights and safeguards of taxpayers and third parties

The exchange of information mechanisms should respect the rights and 
safeguards of taxpayers and third parties.

Exceptions to requirement to provide information (ToR C.4.1)
223� The international standard allows requested parties not to supply 
information in response to a request in certain identified situations where an 
issue of trade, business or other secret may arise�

224� Communications between a client and an attorney or other admitted 
legal representative are only privileged to the extent that the attorney or other 
legal representative acts in his or her capacity as an attorney or other legal 
representative� Where legal professional privilege is more broadly defined it 
does not provide valid grounds on which to decline a request for EOI� To the 
extent, therefore, that an attorney acts in another capacity, such as a nominee 
shareholder, a trustee, a settlor, a company director, EOI resulting from and 
relating to any such activity cannot be declined because of legal professional 
privilege�

225� All of Lesotho’s EOI agreements ensure that the contracting parties 
are not obliged to provide information which is subject to legal professional 
privilege� However, the term “professional secret” is not defined in the 
EOI agreements and therefore this term would derive its meaning from the 
Lesotho’s domestic laws� As described in section B�1�5 of this report, profes-
sional privilege in Lesotho is covered under common law which protects 
communication produced for purposes of seeking or providing legal advice 
or use in existing or contemplated legal proceedings�
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226� The TIEAs with Guernsey and the Isle of Man contain a deviation 
where the applicability of the rights and safeguards secured to persons is 
detached from the conditionality that it is only to the extent that they do not 
unduly prevent or delay effective exchange of information� Instead, it is also 
indicated, in the following separate sentence that the requested jurisdiction 
“shall use its best endeavours” to ensure that the effective exchange of infor-
mation is not unduly prevented or delayed”� Consequently, it is also noted 
that in Lesotho, Guernsey and the Isle of Man, the rights and safeguards that 
may be applicable are not expected to be obtrusive to effective exchange of 
information� It is thus unlikely that this variation will materially affect the 
exchange of information to the international standards� Nonetheless, a further 
assessment during the Phase 2 review will determine if there are any practi-
cal implications�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The element is in place.

C.5. Timeliness of responses to requests for information

The jurisdiction should provide information under its network of agreements 
in a timely manner.

Responses within 90 days (ToR C.5.1)
227� In order for exchange of information to be effective, it needs to be 
provided in a timeframe which allows tax authorities to apply the informa-
tion to the relevant cases� If a response is provided but only after a significant 
lapse of time, the information may no longer be of use to the requesting 
authorities� This is particularly important in the context of international co-
operation as cases in this area must be of sufficient importance to warrant 
making a request�

228� None of Lesotho’s DTAs, AMATM or SADC Agreement require 
the provision of request confirmations, status updates or the provision of the 
requested information within the timeframes foreshadowed in Article 5(6) 
of the OECD Model TIEA� The TIEAs with Guernsey and the Isle of Man 
require that the competent authority of the requested jurisdiction confirms 
receipt of a request within 30 days; notifies any deficiencies in the request 
within 60 days; and, if unable to obtain and provide the requested information 
within 90 days, immediately inform the requesting jurisdiction and explain 
the reason for its inability, the nature of the obstacles or the reasons for refus-
ing to provide information (art� 4(6) of both TIEAs)�
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229� There are no specific legal or regulatory requirements in place that 
would prevent Lesotho from responding to a request for information by pro-
viding the information requested or providing a status update within 90 days 
of receipt of the request�

Organisational process and resources (ToR C.5.2)
230� It is important that a jurisdiction has appropriate organisational 
processes and resources in place to ensure a timely response� A review of 
Lesotho’s organisational processes and resources will be conducted in the 
context of its Phase 2 review�

Absence of unreasonable, disproportionate, or unduly restrictive 
conditions on exchange of information (ToR C.5.3)
231� Exchange of information assistance should not be subject to unrea-
sonable, disproportionate, or unduly restrictive conditions� Other than those 
matters identified earlier in this report, there are no further conditions that 
appear to restrict effective exchange of information in Lesotho� There are no 
legal or regulatory requirements in Lesotho that impose unreasonable, dispro-
portionate or unduly restrictive conditions� Whether any such conditions exist 
in practice will be examined in the context of the Phase 2 review�

Determination and factors underlying recommendations

Phase 1 determination
The assessment team is not in a position to evaluate whether this element 
is in place, as it involves issues of practice that are dealt with in the 
Phase 2 review.
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Summary of determinations and factors 
underlying recommendations

Determination
Factors underlying 
recommendations Recommendations

Jurisdictions should ensure that ownership and identity information for all relevant entities 
and arrangements is available to their competent authorities. (ToR A.1.)
The element is in 
place, but certain 
aspects of the legal 
implementation of 
the element need 
improvement.

While there are no share 
warrants to bearer in 
circulation at present, the 
mechanisms in place may 
be insufficient to ensure 
the availability of identity 
information of all holders of 
share warrants.

Lesotho should take steps 
to ensure that robust 
mechanisms are in place 
to identify owners of share 
warrants to bearer or eliminate 
companies’ ability to issue 
such share warrants.

Jurisdictions should ensure that reliable accounting records are kept for all relevant entities 
and arrangements. (ToR A.2.)
The element is in 
place, but certain 
aspects of the legal 
implementation of 
the element need 
improvement.

Only trusts that receive taxable 
income would be subjected to 
obligations under the Income 
Tax Act to keep accounting 
records. The availability of 
accounting information is not 
ensured for trusts that receive 
only foreign-source income 
and where the settlor is 
non-resident.

Lesotho should ensure the 
availability of accounting 
records of all trusts in Lesotho 
even where the trust is not 
carrying on business or is not 
subject to tax in Lesotho.

Banking information should be available for all account-holders. (ToR A.3.)
The element is in place.
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Competent authorities should have the power to obtain and provide information that is the 
subject of a request under an exchange of information arrangement from any person within 
their territorial jurisdiction who is in possession or control of such information (irrespective 
of any legal obligation on such person to maintain the secrecy of the information). (Tor B.1.)
The element is in place.
The rights and safeguards (e.g. notification, appeal rights) that apply to persons in the 
requested jurisdiction should be compatible with effective exchange of information. (ToR 
B.2.)
The element is in place.
Exchange of information mechanisms should allow for effective exchange of information. 
(ToR C.1.)
The element is in place.
The jurisdictions’ network of information exchange mechanisms should cover all relevant 
partners. (ToR C.2.)
The element is in place. Lesotho should continue to 

develop its EOI network to 
the standard with all relevant 
partners.

The jurisdictions’ mechanisms for exchange of information should have adequate provisions 
to ensure the confidentiality of information received. (ToR C.3.)
The element is in place.
The exchange of information mechanisms should respect the rights and safeguards of 
taxpayers and third parties. (ToR C.4.)
The element is in place.
The jurisdiction should provide information under its network of agreements in a timely 
manner. (ToR C.5.)
The assessment team 
is not in a position to 
evaluate whether this 
element is in place, as 
it involves issues of 
practice that are dealt 
with in the Phase 2 
review.
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Annex 1: Jurisdiction’s response to the review report 16

Lesotho would like to convey its deepest gratitude to the team of asses-
sors whose assistance in the peer review was very invaluable� We worked 
amicably and where further clarifications or questions arose, the team was 
always a phone call or email away to assist� Indeed without them our work 
would have been very difficult�

Furthermore, we would also like to thank the Global Forum Secretariat 
for the Technical Assistance provided� Through their visit and advice, we 
were assisted to prepare for the review well on time and to have most of the 
required documents ready, way before the review could start�

Regarding the peer review itself and the report, we agree with the 
outcomes of the review and Lesotho will work on addressing the recommen-
dations swiftly� We will seek to make improvements to our legal framework, 
and we are also willing to adopt other measures which can help conformity 
to the standard�

Lesotho is committed to the internationally agreed standard for trans-
parency and exchange of information for tax purposes� Lesotho has also 
observed and adopted the global focus on anti-money laundering issues and 
therefore the law developed from the area has assisted to supplement gaps in 
some of our laws� The strict requirements in these laws ensure accountability 
in record keeping and other elements required for transparency purposes�

To increase transparency and practical availability of company informa-
tion, Lesotho launched the Companies Registration website in December 
2014 allowing online access to information kept in the Companies Registry�

We note the recommendation in this report under element A�1 that 
Lesotho should take necessary measures to ensure that robust mechanisms 
are in place to identify the owners of share warrants to bearer or eliminate 
companies’ ability to issue such shares� Lesotho is aware of the risk posed 
on the availability of identity information of holders of such shares� It 

16� This Annex presents the jurisdiction’s response to the review report and shall not 
be deemed to represent the Global Forum’s views�
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has, therefore, been found prudent that the provision in the Regulations is 
eliminated and the legislative process for this is currently underway� We will 
provide an update once this has happened�

Lesotho is continuously expanding its exchange of information network 
through negotiating and bringing into force agreements that provide for 
exchange of information� Lesotho is one of the first countries to finalise 
domestic processes to ratify the two multilateral agreements that provide 
for the exchange of information – the African Tax Administration Forum 
Agreement on Mutual Assistance in Tax Matters, and the Southern African 
Development Community Agreement on Assistance in Tax Matters�

We reiterate Lesotho’s commitment to the international standard on the 
exchange of information, and our support to the work of the Global Forum�
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Annex 2: List of Lesotho’s exchange of information 
mechanisms

Multilateral and bilateral exchange of information agreements

• Lesotho signed the African Tax Administration Forum Agreement 
on Mutual Assistance in Tax Matters (“AMATM”) on 15 May 2014 
and deposited its instrument of ratification on 7 October 2014� The 
AMATM has not yet entered into force in Lesotho� It will only enter 
into force 30 days after five member states submit their instru-
ment of ratification� The AMATM is opened to all the African Tax 
Administration Forum members to sign� Not all members have 
signed the agreement� The status of the AMATM as at March 2014 is 
set out in the table below�

• Lesotho signed the Southern African Development Community 
Agreement on Assistance in Tax Matters (“SADC Agreement”) 
on 18 August 2012 and deposited its instrument of ratification on 
7 October 2014� The SADC Agreement has not yet entered into force 
in Lesotho� It will only enter into force 30 days after two-thirds of the 
Southern African Development Community member states submit 
their instrument of ratification� Not all SADC members have signed 
the agreement� The status of the SADC Agreement as at March 2014 
is set out in the table below�

• Lesotho has signed five DTAs and two TIEAs� All agreements are 
already in force except for two DTAs which are in the process of 
being ratified�

Table of Lesotho’s exchange of information relations

The table below summarises Lesotho’s EOI relations with individual 
jurisdictions� These relations allow for exchange of information upon request 
in the field of direct taxes� The AMATM and SADC Agreement have not yet 
entered into force�
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No. Jurisdiction
Type of EOI 
agreement Date signed Date in force

1 Botswana
DTA 20-Apr-2010 Not yet in force

SADC Agreement 18-Aug-2012 Not yet in force

2
Democratic 
Republic of the 
Congo

SADC Agreement 18-Aug-2012 Not yet in force

3 Guernsey TIEA 3-Jul-2013 3-Jan-2015
4 Isle of Man TIEA 16-Sep-2013 3-Jan-2015
5 Malawi SADC Agreement 18-Aug-2012 Not yet in force

6 Mauritius
DTA 29-Aug-1997 9-Sep-2004

SADC Agreement 18-Aug-2012 Not yet in force

7 Mozambique
AMATM 07-Nov-2014 Not yet in force

SADC Agreement 18-Aug-2012 Not yet in force

8 Seychelles
DTA 5-Sep-2011 Not yet in force

SADC Agreement 18-Aug-2012 Not yet in force

9 South Africa
DTA 24-Oct-1995 9-Jan-1997

AMATM 1-Sep-2013 Not yet in force
SADC Agreement 18-Aug-2012 Not yet in force

10 Swaziland SADC Agreement 18-Aug-2012 Not yet in force
11 Tanzania SADC Agreement 18-Aug-2012 Not yet in force
12 Uganda AMATM 26-Mar-2014 Not yet in force
13 United Kingdom DTA 29-Jan-1997 1-Jan-1998
14 Zambia SADC Agreement 18-Aug-2012 Not yet in force
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Annex 3: List of all laws, regulations and other relevant 
material

Commercial laws

Companies Act 2011

Companies Regulations 2012

Partnership Proclamation No� 78 of 1957

Friendly Societies Act, Act 7 of 1882

Societies Act 1966

Legal Practitioners Act 1983

Taxation laws

Income Tax Act 1993, updated up to 1 April 2012

Income Tax Explanatory Memorandum 1993

Revenue Appeals Tribunal Act 2005

Banking laws

Central Bank of Lesotho Act 2000

Financial Institutions Act 2012

Anti-money laundering laws

Financial Institutions (Know Your Customer) Guidelines 2007

Money Laundering and Proceeds of Crime Act 2008

Money Laundering (Accountable Institutions) Guidelines 2013
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